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An Apology
Most books have an introduction. This one has an apology instead. The title of the book
is The Incomplete Guide to Sage, for two reasons. First, Sage is enormous, so just about
any guide to it will be incomplete, unless you are into reading reference manuals. If that
is you, then realize that the reference manual for Sage is available online and free, here:
https://doc.sagemath.org/html/en/reference/index.html#mathematics
(a clickable link) That’s the good news. The bad news is that it is not written for normal
humans.
The second reason is that this guide is currently being written. Check back later for
updates. I have no idea how often they will occur, but you might get lucky. The title page
includes the date that I reran the whole book, so checking that is useful for determining if
it is new.
My intention (at least at the moment; those of you with ADHD know what I mean)
is to chronicle how I am learning Sage. That will include things that I tried that didn’t
work, as well as how I did get them to work, and (if I have figured it out) why the failed
attempts failed. Sometimes those remain mysteries for quite a while. Some guides are
written by people who have been using Sage for many years and know all the ins and outs
of the program. Not me; I am pretty much new to it. So in this guide, you won’t get all
the fancy distractions that Sage offers. Instead, you will get the basics: What do you have
to know to work with Sage to get it to do the stuff you need. You also get a bonus here. I
am painfully aware of struggling through things that I assumed, but have since found out
better. It’s handy to have a guide who remembers where the land mines are.
As I get more and more used to Sage, and begin to understand it better, I will probably
go back to the stupid parts of what I have written and clean them up. But maybe not;
just keep reading and I could correct errors later on. And if you are lucky, I might leave
the stupid parts in together with notes to the later clarifications. Those will probably be
in footnotes.
As soon as you run Sage, it tells you that it has a notebook interface, using your default
browser. That is what I will be using for these notes. The inline snippets will be taken
from the notebook interface.
Then there is the question of how much of Sage I will cover here. That’s a good question.
I initially intend to cover calculus, since that is the reason for starting this. However, Sage
covers a lot more than that, and as the number of things I want to do with Sage grows, I
will include more topics. Expect that I will cover differential equations and linear algebra,
v
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since I have projects in mind that include both of those. Beyond that, I can’t predict. But
once you understand the way Sage approaches things, you should be able to dig out most
of what you need to know by yourself.
Sage is platform-independent; that means that it runs the same way on any machine.
Since the number of different platforms on which it runs is vast, I am not going to include
instructions for installing Sage here. I do know that it runs on Macs, Linux, and even
Windows systems. And even if you don’t want to install it on your own box, you can
run Sage on remote servers using a browser. Go to http://sagecell.sagemath.org (that is a
clickable link, if your machine allows it), where you can sign up for a free account. Or, if
you want longer-term storage, or are collaborating using Sage and LATEX, you can sign up
for a free account with http://www.cocalc.com (another clickable link).

Chapter 1
Getting Started
1.1

Getting output

Step one is to start Sage. I assume you have it installed, and all that. The next thing I
did was to start the notebook interface, by typing the command notebook() into Sage. It
rather spookily started a Web page in my browser automatically, and presented me with
an inviting box that looked like it was begging for a command to be typed into it.
Being a typical American male, I didn’t bother reading instructions; I just started by
typing stuff. That much seemed very obvious. User-friendly and all that. Typing in
2 + 2<Return>, I expected Sage to give 4. Silly me. All I got was 2 + 2 and a new line.

There is nothing more frustrating than a computer doing what you tell it, rather than
what you want. But the answer was staring at me. I just am not used to clicking on the
Evaluate button right below the box, but I guess that will have to change1 . But clicking
on Evaluate did indeed give 4, below the box.

A little bit of experimenting (using what I remember from Maple, another computer algebra
system that we used here at Asbury for decades), you can separate commands using a
1

I discovered another handy way to execute the values in a box. At least on my Mac, I can type
Shift+Return when the cursor in is the box. It’s gotten to the point that I usually do that now. I haven’t
tried this on Windows.
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semicolon (;), and they get executed individually. And the answers all show up on individual
lines.
Another thing to watch for is this. Note that you can change anything in the box, and
the printed answer doesn’t change until you click on the Evaluate button. That means
that you can do some really bizarre stuff.

What!? Sage knows better than that. But here is the clue: the box around the 2 + 2 is a
thick blue line, and not a thin black line, and the Evaluate button is present. That means
that the Evaluate button has not been pressed for the contents of the box, so the 5 is the
result of the previous evaluation. So, please be sure to evaluate everything!
And not only that, if you click off the box, you lose the thick blue line as well as the
Evaluate button. Be very careful!

1.2

Sage as a calculator

So, at least Sage is a calculator. In fact, it seems to be a very powerful calculator. Here is
an example. Type these into Sage:

For reference, note that ^ means “to the power of” and sqrt means “square root of.” Those
are quite common across most computer algebra systems. Note also that Sage treats ln
exactly the same as log. That is standard in more advanced mathematics.
And one more thing that can make things complicated visually. The commands in the
previous box were all written without using the Return key; the commands were automatically wrapped. The box looks identical if you put a Return before the last command. But
the output looks different. The moral of this is that Sage will print out the output only of
the last line of a box. That is worth remembering!

1.3. EXACT (RATIONAL) VERSUS FLOATING POINT NUMBERS
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Go back to the box before that.
Another,
√ less obvious, result from that last two sets
√
of inputs. Note that evaluative 27 gave 3 3 rather than the decimal value you are more
familiar with. Let me give you another example that makes this clear.

Consider for the moment just the first two numbers. The only difference is the decimal
point in the second square root, but it sure made a major difference in the result. This is
also a common feature (NOT a bug!) of computer algebra systems. If a decimal point is
included in the number, it is automatically treated as a floating point number. (A WHAT?
A floating point number is the computer equivalent of a number in scientific notation. We
use base 10 numbers, and write scientific notation as b × 10n . Computers, however, use
base 2 (binary) numbers, and the equivalent there is floating point, where numbers are
expressed as b × 2n . For reference, the b is called the mantissa or signficand and the n
is called the exponent.) If a computer number is not floating point (that is, if it has no
decimal point), it is an integer, what we more commonly call a whole number. Sage, again
in common with all other computer algebra systems, takes integers as being exact values,
and
retain that exactness.
Therefore,
√
√ the simplification routines do everything possible to √
27 is evaluated precisely, and simplified to (exactly) 3 3. However, 27. is considered
an approximation, and evaluated to the (preset) limits of its precision. (Those limits can
be changed if you want more precision, but that’s a later lesson.)

1.3

Exact (rational) versus floating point numbers

Now, let’s look at the last three numbers. Again, the only difference is that the first of
them has no decimal points. Therefore, it is treated as an integer, and evaluated exactly,
no matter how many decimal places it takes (within reason). The other two are treated
as approximations (no matter where an approximation occurs in the expression, the whole
thing is viewed as an approximation), and evaluated as such. Look at how the answer is
formatted, though. Sage calculated the answer in floating point, but converted to scientific
notation for our benefit. When it wrote 7.17897987691853e23, it means 7.17897987691853×
1023 . This should be familiar; many calculators use that same notation. And we can tell
that it is correct, because we have the exact value just above it.

4
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So, let’s look at some number with a lot of decimal places, like (100)!, which is 100
factorial. You will learn about these in Calculus 2, but if you haven’t seen them before,
100! = 1 × 2 × 3 × 4 × · · · × 99 × 100. As you can imagine, that is a very large number.
Most calculators (which mostly have x! buttons) are not able to evaluate it; it’s too big.
There is one problem here, though: 100! is not the notation that Sage uses:

Bummer! But this brings up a good time to look at what information an error message
from Sage provides. The first line says that if you click to the left of the message, you get
more information. You can do that (it does work; you can click to the left of the message
two more times to restore it to the initial state), but it would provide a lot of information
for people who need to debug the program. That is not us. The last line is the one to
examine. It says that there was a syntax error. What that means is that Sage doesn’t
know what 100! means. So, make a guess and try factorial(100). And it does work!

Look at all those digits! (For real thrills, try factorial(1000), which has 2568 digits.
Going up from 1000, you will hit the max number of digits Sage will use, but that will take
a LONG time.) But how many digits does 100! have? There’s a slick way to find out: try
factorial(100.). That should treat the 100 as an approximation and causes the output
to be in scientific notation. Except it doesn’t.

What went wrong? Beats me. It should have worked. One possible answer is that factorials
can only be used with positive integers, by their very definition. Nice try, but that isn’t
correct.

1.3. EXACT (RATIONAL) VERSUS FLOATING POINT NUMBERS
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What??! Trust me, there is a way to define factorials for all real numbers (except for
negative integers), which can be extended to all complex numbers (again, except for negative integers). But that goes way beyond what we can cover here. Besides, Sage doesn’t
understand how to take the factorials of complex numbers, though it can handle negative numbers (except for negative whole numbers, and the error says that you have to use
positive numbers).
I am quite sure that the number that factorial(0.5) gave is not familiar, but it can
be represented in terms of something that is familiar. For that, use a fraction. Since the
numerator and denominator are integers, 1/2 is treated as an exact value.

Perhaps that will convince you that there is more to factorials than you ever expected. If
you want to amaze your roommate (assuming that he or she is sufficiently math-aware to
know the value of π and has heard of factorials), most calculators will evaluate (0.5)! as a
decimal, the way that Sage did. That, by itself, is usually enough to freak them out. Then
multiply it by 2, which gives another number that looks very random. Then square it, and
watch their reaction. It’s even better if they do it all themselves, because then they know
it isn’t some trick you pulled. It’s fun to do to a class full of students, too.
But it still leaves unexplained why factorial(100.) didn’t return a number in scientific
notation. I have no idea on that one. The only thing I can figure is that Sage is clever
enough to reduce the argument2 of the factorial function to an integer if the value given
can be done so exactly. But I could be wrong. And I wouldn’t like it if it did.
But to retrace, the idea of using factorial(100.) was express it in scientific notation,
and so to get an easy way to count the number of digits in the number. It failed. There
is another way, using logarithms. But we have already seen that log is the same as
ln. If you are clever, and happen to remember from high school how to convert between
bases of logarithms (which I view as an indication of a misspent youth), you can just use
log(factorial(100))/log(10). Or you could try, anyway.3

Rats. And, for reference, changing that to factorial(100.)/log(10) doesn’t help. And,
just to show you how fussy Sage can get, it doesn’t even help to use factorial(100.)/log(10.)
2

The argument of a function is what is inside the parentheses that follow it. Using arguments is the
essence of what is called procedural programming. Sage uses some procedural programming, but more
object-oriented programming. We will talk about that later.
3
Actually, I have since found a way to get logarithms base 10, or common logarithms, directly. You can
use log(factorial(100),10). But you only get the exact same thing as log(factorial(100))/log(10).
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That shows that log(10.) was converted to a real number, and division by it was converted
to multiplication by its reciprocal. But it still hasn’t helped: factorial(100.) still is
stubbornly being treated as an integer.
So, are we stumped? Not yet. I have one more trick to try. Suppose we force the
factorial into being a floating point number by multiplying by 1.0? That, in fact, does it!
You tell Sage to multiply by using *. That is standard in all computer algebra systems.

Yay! Now, how many digits does 100! have? The integer part of the logarithm is 157,
which says that 100! has 158 digits. (Remember that numbers strictly between 1 and 10
have logarithms base 10 that are between 0 and 1, so the number of digits in the integer
part of a positive number is one more than the integer part of the logarithm base 10.) That
question took us all over the place, which is fine because the journey is half the fun, and a
lot more useful. After all, if I had just written out the answer the way a professional would
have done, you wouldn’t have learned anywhere near as much4

1.4

Sage and complex numbers

Finally, Sage can work with complex numbers
very well. In fact, it is so picky at times that
√
it can get frustrating. The value of −1 is given the letter I. It is capitalized probably
√
because i is so often used as an index of summation that to reserve its meaning to −1
would be very confusing. But the typeset version displays as the more common i.

4

Besides, a pro would not have given you this way of getting the scientific notation form of 100!. The
proper way to do that, in pretty much all conditions, would be factorial(100).n(), but we haven’t
gotten there yet. But even I should have known to use factorial(100)*1.0 and get the answer in
scientific notation, but I didn’t think of that then.

1.5. STRING (CHARACTER) DATA
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When you end up working with complex numbers, you will be thankful for this. We won’t
do anything with them in calculus, but I can assure you, you will use them in Differential
Equations, Linear Algebra, and Applied Mathematics.
One more comment on complex numbers in Sage. Sage seems to assume that all variables are complex numbers, and so it refuses to simplify some expressions, since the usual
simplification approaches used for real numbers doesn’t work with complex numbers. Some
things can be done about that, which we will see later.

1.5

String (character) data

There is another, completely different, kind of data, called strings. Basically a string is a
collection of typed characters, between a pair of quotation marks, either a pair of ’ (single
quotes) or a pair of " (double quotes). You can use whichever you like, but you have to
be consistent. So, the strings ’Hello, world’ and "Hello, world" are the same. The
initial and final quotation marks are only there to tell Sage where the string starts and
stops; they are not a part of the string itself. We will end up using strings for a number of
different things as we go along.

1.6

Calculating marker

Up to now, we haven’t done anything that requires a whole lot of computer power. Even
calculating 100 factorial took fractions of a second.
Let’s give Sage something rough to work: the determinant of a 100 × 100 matrix that
is very nearly, but not exactly, zero. It is called a Hilbert matrix. Now, there are several
things in this definition that we haven’t covered yet. Just look at what it is. Explanations
will come later. Here is the result:

8
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That one is so long, I couldn’t get it all at once. Here’s the scientific notation version:

Hmm. It has 5942 digits. (If you could see it all, it is an integer.) But while you are
waiting, if it takes longer than you thought it should, you begin to wonder if it has hung
up somewhere, finished but didn’t tell you, or something is seriously borked (MIT slang
for broken, probably from the typo borke for broke, and turned into a past participle using
standard rules on a non-standard word). Well, there is a way. When Sage is working, there
is a light green bar that shows up on the very left side of the next line, and if there are
partial answers that appear, the green line extends from the question cell down to where
the rest of the answer will appear. As long as the green line is there, everything is going
fine. Try it on the command above, and look for the green line.

Chapter 2
Getting help
2.1

In Sage

Sage has some built-in help. If you want to see why your plot command isn’t working
(much more on plotting is in its own chapter), or you want to see how to use the command,
you can type plot, and you will get a screens full of information.

2.2

Online

You can also do a Google search. If you are looking for all the details about plotting, you
can search for Sagemath plot. In the usual gigantic number of pages Google returns, look
for ones that have the words Sage Reference Manual or Sagemath Documentation in the
description. Those are usually done by Sage people, and are normally authoritative, and
exhaustive.
If you are having problems with something in Sage, you can also look for ASKSAGE:
Sage Q&A forum, but it is typical that the questions being answered aren’t what you are
looking for. You might need to be more specific.

2.3

Dr. Coulliette or me

You can always ask Dr. Coulliette.
Mugsy: No you can’t. I tried that during a take-home test, and he said he wouldn’t help me.
Albert: Of course. He wanted you to do it yourself.
Mugsy: You’re no help, either.
If it is legitimate, and he can’t answer your question, he will most likely come to me himself,
and get back to you.

9
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Chapter 3
Functions
3.1

Variables

Sage wouldn’t be of much use if you couldn’t use functions, so of course, you can define
functions. It just isn’t very clear how to do it.

I wasn’t expecting any output from the first line. Assignment statements are just taken
in, without any feedback. But the second line is supposed to evaluate automatically, and
provide feedback. And it did! Yay! But I was not expecting this problem.

(I initially tried to duplicate the previous example, and had two lines; The second was
g(x). But I got the same error, so in trying to debug it, I tried to remove the second line
to see if that was the problem. It wasn’t. So I left it off here.) Whaddya mean k isn’t
defined? Of COURSE it isn’t defined; it’s a coefficient. Don’t make me define it now; I
don’t want to define it yet. I confess. I had to look this one up. You have to tell Sage that
k is defined. You do that with this command: var(’k’). Then it works.
11
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As nearly as I can figure (and this is one of those places that as I learn more about Sage, I
could come back and correct it), when Sage tries to evaluate g(x), it tries to put something
in for k and can’t find anything, and basically freaks out and quits.
But that raises another question. Why doesn’t it freak out because it doesn’t have a
value for x either? I can only figure that by defining the function as g(x), I am telling Sage
that x is a variable that doesn’t have a value yet, but don’t freak out about it. So, let’s try
that idea. There is a standard notation for saying that a function has multiple variables.
Try that.

That’s more like it. It is still awkward, though, and I don’t like treating coefficients the
same as variables.

3.1.1

Notation

Another thing that I stumbled across while looking up the solution to the var(’k’) puzzle
is that Sage can do a really fine job of typesetting its answers. Note the difference in
outputs here.

The print command displays the result in typewriter font, while the show command displays the result typeset in LATEX, which is the style used in textbooks and technical papers.
(We will cover Sage plus LATEX more in a later chapter. And this guide is being assembled
using LATEX. It’s worth learning if you are going to do anything much with mathematics,
like writing a paper for the Math Modeling Competition, for example.)
The notation, however, is probably unfamiliar. What is that |--> or 7→ thing? It
is a standard notation in more advanced mathematics, and is used to show the effect of
a function. The left side of the notation tells you what the inputs to the function are,
while the right side shows you how to combine them to get the output of the function.
Sometimes, the name of the function is put on the far left side, followed by a colon (:).
So, f(c,y) = c * sin(y) is exactly the same as f:(c,y) |--> c*sin(y). This is read

3.2. INTERLUDE: TYPESETTING OUTPUT
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as “f maps c comma y to c times the sine of y.” So, f (c, y) = c sin(y) is exactly the same
as f : (c, y) 7→ c sin(y). I like the notation; it shows what the function does. It takes a pair
of numbers, (c, y) and sends them to another number by the formula c sin(y).

3.1.2

Anonymous functions

There is another notation that is also used by Sage, called anonymous functions, using
what is called lambda calculus. That’s a whole bunch of terminology. But the whole point
is this. Why give a single-use function a name when you don’t intend to ever use it ever
again? It basically only risks causing massive problems if you happen to reuse the same
name by some unintended mistake. And, believe me, such problems are nearly impossible
to diagnose.
How does it work? You start an anonymous function with the word lambda. Then you
give the argument (or arguments, separated by commas, if there are multiple arguments),
followed by a colon, followed by the formula for the value of the function. An example of
this was given back when I defined the Hilbert matrix.
The command was H = matrix(QQ, 100,100, lambda x,y: 1/(x+y+1)); The matrix command takes a bunch of arguments, which I will explain now. The QQ is a flag that
the values of the entries of the matrix will be rational numbers. This comes from Q, the
rational numbers in more advanced math. The 100,100 says that the matrix will have
dimensions 100 × 100. (Remember that Sage inputs never put commas in numbers, so this
is not the number 100100 with a comma in it, but two numbers 100 and 100 separated by a
comma.) Then there is a function that defines how the entries of the matrix are calculated.
The x,y are the row and column numbers of the entries, by convention. So Sage goes
ahead and puts them in. However, as in all things Sage, the first values are 0, not 1. That
is, the rows and columns are numbered from 0 to 99, rather than 1 to 100. So the fourth
row and third column would have x,y having values 3,2. The entry of the matrix is then
1/(x + y + 1) = 1/6. Printing out the matrix would be possible, but would simply take up
a whole lot of space.
But the point needs to be pushed here. There would be no benefit to defining a function
here. Yes, you could use f(x,y) = 1/(x+y+1), but that runs the chance of colliding or
(worse) overwriting some definition you had before. You are not likely to use that function
again, so why waste a letter on it? That’s the advantage of anonymous functions.

3.2

Interlude: typesetting output

You can make Sage typeset answers by checking the box near the top of the Worksheet just
to the right of the drop down boxes labeled File, Action, Data, and sage. The following
two results are the same, with the first being done before I checked the box, and the second
after I checked the box.
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Note, however, that you can force Sage to use typewriter script by using print or force
Sage to typeset the answer by using show. It is handy to use print at times, since LATEX
(that is, view()) doesn’t wrap its output, while print does wrap, aggressively.

The next topic forces this issue.

3.3

Piecewise functions

Probably the simplest functions are different lines at different heights, and example of what
are called piecewise functions. Those are functions that are defined differently in different
chunks of the real line. This is probably new to most of you. Suppose f (x) is supposed to
equal 2 (x + 1) for −1 ≤ x < 0. This is a line that runs from (−1, 0) up to (0, 2), which you
can verify by plugging in those values of x. Suppose also that f (x) is supposed to equal
−2 (x − 1) for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, which is a line that runs from (0, 2) to (1, 0). The overall effect
is that f (x) starts at 0 when x = −1, jumps up linearly to 2 at x = 0, and then drops
linearly back down to 0 at x = 1. It looks like a tent.
How do you do that same thing in Sage? The key is the function piecewise. Overall,
it looks like this: f(x) = piecewise([ (interval part 1, function part 1), (interval part 2,
function part 2),. . . ]). You can put in as many parts as you want, but keeping track of
the parentheses versus the square brackets can be a challenge. Here’s what it looks like for
the function in the previous paragraph.

Note that Sage uses the |--> notation for expressing the functions, and that it simplified
them from what exactly I typed in. This is pretty common. Also, piecewise doesn’t know

3.4. WHAT FUNCTIONS ARE IN SAGE?
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how to typeset this is LATEX, so I had to use print. (LATEX can typeset it, but Sage hasn’t
been taught to do it. Here is what it should look like.

2 (x + 1)
for −1 ≤ x < 0
f (x) =
−2 (x − 1)
for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
You might have seen this notation before.)
And, although we deal with plotting in a later chapter, here is what the graph looks
like.

3.4

What functions are in Sage?

Next, we need to know what sorts of functions are available in Sage. Basically, the answer
is “Anything you have ever encountered, or will ever encounter, Sage already knows about.”
So, you will encounter all kinds of new functions in courses like Differential Equations and
Applied Mathematics. Sage is there before you. This was a major factor in choosing Sage
for Calculus. Once you are familiar with it, you can take it with you through the rest of
your college career and beyond, and it will be able to handle all the math you might need.
It didn’t hurt that it is (and always will be) free and that what you learn on Sage now will
always work in later editions of Sage.1
1

Ok, that is not entirely true. Sage will occasionally declare something to be deprecated, meaning it is
about to be removed and replaced with something more flexible. But you are normally given a warning
long before it happens, and the replacement operation is given clearly. And the lead time is usually on the
order of a year or more.
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That is in direct contrast with Maple (what we used before Sage here at Asbury), which
was becoming a lot like Microsoft Word c , where every release reorganized where everything
is and what it is called. Not only that, different releases of Maple would introduce errors.
It was becoming too large to maintain (like Word c ).
The only thing about Sage is knowing what it calls a function. For example, I could
figure out what the name of the factorial function was, once I realized that the notation I
was used to didn’t work. In general, Sage uses the obvious names for functions.
Here is a brief, alphabetical list of functions, together with comments where relevant.
It is hardly comprehensive. For that, you should go to the Sage reference pages:
https://doc.sagemath.org/html/en/reference/index.html#mathematics (a clickable link)
Sage name Comments
abs
absolute value
binomial
binomial coefficients (binomial(5,3) = 10)
exp
the exponential function (exp(x) = ex )
factorial the factorial function (n!)
log, ln
both of them are natural logarithms
sqrt
square root
All the trig and inverse trig functions are there, as well: sin, cos, tan, cot, sec, csc,
arcsin, arccos, arctan, arccot, arcsec, and arccsc. In calculus, you will encounter
the hyperbolic trig functions and their inverses, and they are here as well; just add an h at
the end.
You should note that all of these understand how to deal with integers and rationals
(assumed to be exact inputs and producing exact outputs) and real numbers (assumed
to be approximate, except for factorials, as noted earlier in these notes, and I still can’t
explain why they are not approximations for real number arguments).

3.5

Other constants

Then there is the less-than-obvious situation regarding constants. Aren’t constants just
constants? Well, yes, but. . . . First, there is the way you reference them: π is written pi
and e is written e. (If you don’t know what e is, you will encounter it in the first semester
of calculus.) There is another variety of constant, specific to computers: NaN, which stands
for Not a Number. Pretty clearly, it has no value, but it does show up on occasion. For
example, if you try to evaluate 0/0, you will get NaN. Well, actually, that doesn’t work
because Sage tries to evaluate it exactly, and throws an error. Instead, if you try 0./0., you
do get NaN.

In fact, it is not easy to get NaN. Here are a few more attempts.

3.6. ADJUSTING PRECISIONS
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Note that NaN is not the same as Infinity. And actually, I am somewhat surprised that
arcsin(2.0) did not produce a complex number answer; after all, ln(-1) did. That can
be fixed by telling Sage that complex answers are expected.

Much better. The real part of that answer, by the way, is π/2.
Then there is the matter of how many digits are displayed for constants. And that is a
problem, going back to scientific notation versus floating point numbers. Scientific notation
is what we are used to; floating point is what Sage uses. The two do not always translate
exactly. And that leads us into the depths of Sage. As a reminder, a floating point number
is written as m × 2k , where m is the mantissa and k is the exponent.

3.6

Adjusting precisions

Sage wants to be told how many bits to use for real numbers. (Remember, integers are
always represented exactly, no matter how many digits are needed, within reason.) And the
settings that Sage uses are for a specific number of bits, not digits. The rough conversion
is that for every 3 digits you want, you need to use 10 bits. So, if you want 25 digits, you
need (25 × 10)/3 ≈ 83.3 bits, so tell Sage to use 84 bits. (Rounding up is a good idea here.
Going for 83 bits could mean you get 24 digits instead.)
Or, you can have Sage to that work. After all, it is a calculator; you shouldn’t
have to do that by hand. And, of course, there is. Sage has a built-in function called
numerical_approx, or it can be abbreviated to N or n. So, you get numerical approximations to various things quite simply. Note that N takes one or two arguments. The
first argument if the number you are attempting to approximate, and the second optional
argument allows you to determine the number of digits, or the number of bits (by using
the argument prec=). Here’s a sample.

That brings up the obvious question: How to do you tell Sage how many bits to use
in an extended computation? (I’ve been reading the documentation. Can you tell?) The
default number of bits is 53 (if you are using a modern 64-bit processor). Why 53? Because
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one bit is used for a sign (+ or −), and 10 bits are used for the exponent, leaving 53 bits
for the significand. (Various games can be played to stretch things somewhat, but I don’t
want to go into all of them here.)
Sage uses something called MPFR to implement arbitrary-precision real numbers. At
some point, you might be interested in making Sage maintain whatever precision you want,
such as in the Numerical Analysis or Applied Math courses. Here’s how.
First, you have to tell Sage to pull up the routines that control MPFR. You do that
with this command. (Copy this precisely!)

There should be no output. All it did was allow us access to the function RealField. To
determine the current setting, we run RealField with no argument.

That’s where I got the 53 bits of precision. Now, suppose we want more bits. We can
create a realm (technically, a ring) which uses as many bits as we want, and then operate
in that realm. All this is being done without affecting the existing 53-bit default realm.
Here’s how it goes. Suppose we want to create a 1000-bit realm. Do this.

We can verify that R has 1000-bit precision.

Now, let’s check it out. The thing is to define constants in R, and do stuff with them.
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I first defined x in R as 27, and then took the square root of it. Sage is clever enough to
know to keep all 1000 bits precision in the square root, which I then printed out. There
should be about 300 decimal places; I haven’t counted. Then I defined p to be π, except
that in R, it will be treated as a real number, not an exact value. I printed it out first (π
to 300 decimal places, anyone?), and then took its sine. Note that the sine is in scientific
notation, and is roughly 1.25 × 10−301 , fitting in with the idea that there are about 300
decimal places of π in p.
Now, while you can operate in these high-precision rings, you must realize that keeping
that many bits around is going to take a toll on how fast the computer can process things.
So, it is not the best idea to run in them. But it is nice to know that you could if you had
to. And not only that, if you have a program that is running too slowly, and doesn’t need
all that much precision, you could even set up a deliberately lower-precision environment,
like RealField(20), which could operate quite a bit faster (in theory, anyway), as long as
you only need at most 6 decimal places.

3.7

Defining your own functions

There will be times that you will want to define your own functions, particularly when you
get to Applied Math. It will also be a small part of Calculus (from Calculus 1 on!), where
I give you the function explicitly.
How does it go? There are rather strict boundaries on the notation. The first line
defines the name of the function and the variables that it will use. If, for example (taken
from Calculus 1), you want to define a function called rightsum. It will need a collection
of input variables. You will need to give it the function that you want to use, the left
endpoint of the interval, the right endpoint of the interval, and the number of slices. (If
you need to understand what all this means, download the Calculus 1 text at http:
krietz.org.)
The first line then looks like this.

The important things are these:
• The first word is def. This tells Sage that a definition follows. It must start at the
left-hand margin of the line.
• The name of the function comes next.
• The arguments (inputs) to the function come next. It is useful to have clear names
for the arguments. The order of the arguments is set here, and must not change for
this function.
• The last character on the line is a colon, :. This is easy to forget, but it tells Sage
where the end of the function is.
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Next comes the body of the function. This is probably going to feel a bit unusual at
first if you have programmed in any other language. The way that Sage determines how
far the function goes on is by the indentation. All the lines that are indented the same
number of spaces (the standard number is 4) will be treated as part of the definition of the
function. The end of the function is either the end of the input box or the next line that
is not indented.
So, here is the rest of the rightsum function.

Again, the important things are these:
• Every line is indented the same amount.
• You have to define all variables you use, as before.
• You don’t need semicolons (which is nice), but that makes it hard to read and write
multi-line statements in the function.
• You use the arguments exactly as you put them in the first line. Sage will automatically fill in the values of the variables when you call the function.
• The last line of the function should be a return statement, with the value that you
want returned in parentheses, if you have any return value. That isn’t essential, but
is considered good practice.
Finally, here is an example of calling the function.

If you don’t understand what all this is about, read the Calculus 1 text, where this example
shows up.
Why define functions? Because you really don’t want to have to type all that stuff in
each time you use it. And that is just the start of the reasons.
Here is another item that threw me for a loop for a long time. Keep your definitions of
functions in individual boxes. Putting multiple functions in one box messes up everything.

Chapter 4
Graphing
The best use of computers in mathematics is its calculation ability, but a close second is its
ability to produce graphics. And the notebook interface produces some excellent pictures.
The only question is how to get Sage to do that.
This is one place that just typing commands at Sage is not going to get you very far,
other than maybe driving you insane. Sage is quite systematic, but very far from intuitive.
You wouldn’t guess the results, unless you are a devoted Python programmer (which I am
not).
There are so many different types of plots that this chapter will have to be broken up
into a number of sections and subsections. At the end of the chapter, you will be able to
see a list of the topics that I still want to include. (I got overwhelmed and moved on to
the next chapter, with the intention of coming back to plotting.)
One word of warning first. Sage is a Python program, and uses the matplotlib library
from Python, but not all of it. It is also possible to use matplotlib directly to access all of
its functionality, but the commands are different, and there are often different ways to do
the same thing. This leads to a nightmare of conflicting notations. I will focus only on the
Sage interface, just to keep things simpler. But if you need some delicate tweaking that
Sage doesn’t cover, you can almost always get it by going back to matplotlib.

4.1
4.1.1

Two-dimensional plots
Basic graphs

For at least the first two semesters of calculus, and for a lot of further courses, the most
important graphing is the simplest: Plot y = f (x) for some range of values of x.
You get two different ways of plotting, depending on what form you want to use for the
function. I will cover both.
Suppose you want to graph something simple, like y = x3 − 2 ∗ x for x between −2 and
2. Here’s how you would do that in Sage, together with the output.
21
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That’s easy enough. Now let’s try some harder ones. Plot f (x) = x sin(1/x) for
−1 ≤ x ≤ 1.

There are two lines, y = x and y = −x, that are begging to be put in that graph. So let’s
do that. Note in particular how to plot multiple graphs at the same time.
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Sweet! Let’s zoom in on the origin, and see what is going on there. We can do that by
using a much smaller range on x, like −0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.1.
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The factor sin(1/x) causes this graph to wiggle really frantically as x gets nearer to 0.

Let’s try one more. This one has problem points, called poles, at x = 2 and x = −2.
The function blows up there. Note the commands detect_poles=’show’ and marker=’.’
and how they get used. Well, sort of. Sage is doing its best to show you as much of the
graph as it can. It’s just that we don’t want that.
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To fix it, we need to store the plot into a variable (like we did when we plotted multiple
graphs at a time), and then massage it. We set the ymax and ymin attributes, and then
plot it. Much better.
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Parametric curves

Parametric curves in the plane are exceedingly useful in physics for analyzing motion. The
whole idea is simple. If you have a point in the plane, and it is moving, you want to be
able to determine the exact curve that it traces out. The way you do is to look individually
at the x and y coordinates, and determine what each of them is as a function of time, t.
That means you get x = x(t) is just the x coordinate of the point and y = y(t) is just the
y coordinate of the point. Since studying each separately is fairly simple, you can answer
any question at all about the motion of the point. This becomes a part of calculus later,
but now all we are interested in is plotting the exact path of the point. Be aware that by
plotting the curve, you are throwing away some information: you can’t tell by looking at
the curve alone any of the values of t.
The function in Sage you want is parametric_plot. The two necessary values you
give it are the functions (x(t), y(t)) and the variable (usually t, but not always) and its
starting and ending values. Here is the format to use for plotting x = cos(t) and y = 2 sin(t)
for t going from 0 to 2 π. If you just type it in, you will get an error: Sage doesn’t know
how to handle t.

So you have to begin with var(’t’) and it then works.
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The curve is an ellipse, which you can verify by taking the equations and plugging them
2
2
into x12 + y22 = 1 and showing that it becomes an identity.
Parametric plots can become exceedingly complicated. Think of following an ant over
the course of a single day. But we hasten on.

4.1.3

Polar coordinate graphs

The coordinate systems you use in different situations are determined by the geometry of
the situation. Insisting on using standard, Cartesian coordinates everywhere will lead to
far more difficulties than you can dream up. Polar coordinates are used when there is a
center around which everything in a plane measures itself. You will learn more about polar
coordinates later in calculus, if you don’t know them already.
The two main variables are r, which measures the distance from the origin, and θ, which
measures the angle counterclockwise from the positive x axis.
There is a classic, and very pretty, set of related polar graphs, called limaçons. The
polar graphs of limaçons are simple: r = a + cos(θ), for different values of a. When a = 1,
you get a special limaçon called a cardioid, and when a = 0, you actually get a circle
(traced out twice as θ goes from 0 to 2 π).
So, here is the graph of a collection of limaçons, and to keep them separate, they are
different colors. Note that the yellow graph is the cardioid and the black graph is the
circle. Also, remembering what happened with parametric equations, I declare theta to
be a variable first.
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Note that I was lazy, and defined the equation of the limaçon with a parameter, a that I
adjusted each time. More impressive is that it worked!
Studying how the graph changes as the value of a changes is very instructive. For a > 1,
like the red graph, the limaçon is a slightly dented-in circle. When a drops to 1, the curve
shrinks and the dent on the left side pushes to a sharp point, right at the origin. Then
when a drops below 1, the curve keeps shrinking, but now produces another little loop
inside the cardioid. As a continues to drop, the outer loop shrinks more, but the inner loop
grows. And when a drops to 0, the two loops merge into a single circle, traced out twice.
I think that is very cool!
And an aside. For those of you who are media comm majors, you might have encountered a type of microphone called a cardioid mike. It is the same word cardioid, and is
used because the pattern of audio sensitivities as you move away from the axis of the mike
looks much like a cardioid. Think of the microphone with its working end at the origin,
and the bulk of the mike along the negative x axis.

4.1.4

Vector fields

Vectors will be covered in calculus a bit and in detail in linear algebra. Think of them as
arrows, going from one point to another. A vector field is a collection of vectors, one at
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each point. For this subsection, I will cover two-dimensional vector fields; three-dimensional
vector fields exist as well, but generally are harder to interpret. The same basic commands
work in three dimensions, if you really must do it.
The notation that we will use in calculus for a vector is ~v = a~i + b ~j. A vector field
looks like F~ (x, y) = f (x, y)~i + g(x, y) ~j.
The basic command looks like plot_vector_field( (f(x,y), g(x,y)), (x,xmin ,xmax ),
(y,ymin ,ymax ) ). To give an example, I will show how to plot the vector fields 2 x~i + 3 y ~j
in blue and −3 y ~i + 2 x ~j in red.

The figsize=(6,6) is there to adjust the width and height of the plot. The default size
did not fit in my screen. It could be handy to keep that in mind, for reducing or magnifying
the size of a graph.
A little bit of examination will show that the vectors at each point are the same length,
and that they are perpendicular. This is always the case when one vector field is f (x, y)~i +
g(x, y) ~j and the other is −g(x, y)~i + f (x, y) ~j. That will be important later in calculus.

4.2

Data-driven plots

These are important mainly in statistics, where they are very important. Being able
to visualize data is an essential ability for any statistician. And the construction of the
pictures of data are an essential part of communicating data to another person.
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It should be noted that it is quite likely that a different program than Sage should be
used when dealing with statistics. It is called R; yes the name is a single letter. It is also
open source and free. It is also becoming the gold standard for statistical work. Besides,
it can produce all of these graphs, and then some, just as easily, and just as pretty. But in
case you don’t want to learn another computer program (and R is not a simple program to
learn), I will go over these ideas in Sage.

4.2.1

Point plots

A point plot, like a vector field, is usually two dimensional, and for the same reason. Neither
is easy to interpret with three-dimensional data.
First, I want to show you a really curious phenomenon. I will plot the same thing the
exact same way, twice. The only difference will be the number of points that I plot. But
the two graphs will look so different, it will be hard to tell that they are the same graphs!
And at the same time, we will learn how to spiffy up the graph a bit.
I want to plot sin n for n the whole numbers from 0 to 699, and then sin n for n the
whole numbers from 0 to 9999. This required going to the manuals; it isn’t obvious to
know where to begin on this one.
The key function is range, which produces a list of integers from 0 up to the argument.
Wait! What’s a list? Ah, more to learn. . . .
A list is a standard computer language thing (the technical term is data structure)
sometimes called an array that lets you put lots of data into a single variable (the list),
and then pull it out systematically. The way that you get to individual bits of data is by
something called an index, but that turns out to be something we will do in a moment.
The way you can tell something is a list is that it starts with a [ and ends with a ], and
contains a collection of things, separated by commas.
Here is an example, using range().

Note that range(10) does have 10 numbers in it, but starts at 0 so it ends just before 10.
In the same way, range[700] will give a list of whole numbers starting at 0 and ending at
699, while range[10000] will give the whole numbers from 0 to 9999, inclusive. Note that
there is no comma in 10000 there. If you use 10,000, you get [], the empty list. (It’s hard
to see, but that is [ and ] right together.) It turns out that is exactly what you asked for.
You see, range() can take one or two arguments. If there is only one, you get the whole
numbers starting at 0, and ending right before the whole number in the argument.
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But if you give range() two arguments, as in range(10,20), you get the whole numbers
starting from 10 and ending before 20 (at 19, in this case). Or look at this; it shows you
don’t have to use whole numbers. Sage automatically rounds down and uses those values.

So, if you enter range(10,000), Sage thinks you want the numbers starting at 10, and
stopping before 0. Since no numbers satisfy that condition, you get the empty list.
But we can extend this to make a list of ordered pairs of points. The method is pretty
slick. We want to run through all the values of the range, and do something with each
one. The way to run through the values of a list is for <variable> in <list>. That
successively assigns the variable to each entry in the list. You place before this what you
want to do with the variable. To form a new list, in this case, you put the whole thing
inside square brackets. So, we have this.

All we did was create a new list that contains the entries of a. And note the use of == (and
not =) to test for equality! We will talk more about conditional operators in a bit.
We will also talk more about for stuff when we get to programming Sage. But that
isn’t for several more chapters.
But we can do more than just repeat the entries. We can create a list of ordered pairs
of numbers, things that we can plot in the plane. Watch.

There is no output because assignment statements presume you don’t want anything. Generally, no news is good news; Sage did what you wanted, and says nothing unless an error
occurs.
Now I want to use sage.plot.point.point2d(), but I want some extra changes.
Specifically, I want to change the size of the points plotted, and change their color to
black. Note how I do that. It works this way with all graphs.
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If you stare at this graph for a bit, you can see hexagons vaguely outlined, all over the
graph. They look like they are wrapped around a cylinder, getting a bit squished at the
top and bottom, but still definitely there.

Then there is the second graph. It is exactly the same function as the graph right
before this. The only difference is the number of points that are being plotted. In the
graph above, there are 700 points plotted, from n = 0 to n = 699. In the graph below,
there are 10,000 points, from n = 0 to n = 9999. This has the effect of mashing the graph
above into 7% its size and adding a lot more points to the right of it. But it doesn’t look
at all the same! The hexagons are gone, and you get something that looks like a whole
collection of sine curves. The bizarre thing is, it is hard to see the hexagons any more, or
even where they used to be. Then looking back on the graph above, it is hard to see where
the sine curves come from!
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Scatter Plots

For this, I have compiled, thanks to Wikipedia, a list of the heights of elected presidents,
with the year of their election, starting with the most recent. I put it into the form
year,height, with the height in centimeters, and named the file PresHts.data in my Sage
directory on my Desktop. So, the first few lines of the file are
2016,188
2012,185
2008,185
2004,182
This subsection is going to cover a lot of other things in order to get to the plot. Hang
on, though. The stuff here is very much real-life, the sort of thing that you will have to do
a lot of in Sage (or any time you do computer analysis of data with a program).
Reading Data into Sage
The first trick is to get the data into Sage, by reading the text file. (You should realize that just about any data analysis that you will encounter starts with this step, so it
is important.) And here we encounter a difficulty. What Sage wants is the path name
to the file, and that depends on the operating system. For Windows, that is probably something that starts C:\User\<Your Name> But I have a Mac, and the file name
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is /Users/krietz/Desktop/Sage/PresHts.data, so that is what I will use. You should
use yours.
In preparation for getting the information, we need to establish lists to receive the
variables. The plot routines know how to read the data from lists. The two lists I will use
are
year[]
height[]
Typing that into Sage tells it that those two variables are lists.
The first real thing is to create what is called a file handle, something like a variable
that tells the program where it is in reading the file. Think of it as a bookmark. It goes
like this:
fh = open(’/Users/krietz/Desktop/Sage/PresHts.data’,’r’)
The final ’r’ tells Sage that it should treat the file as read-only, so it can set up the
appropriate routines for the file handle. This also guarantees that I can’t mess up the file.
Next, we want to read from the file. That is accomplished this way.
inline = fh.readline()
The result of a readline() on a file handle is a string, and the variable inline now
contains the first line of the file, specifically 2016, 188. Well, almost. The routine that
reads the line includes the entire line, including the character that ends the line, which is
a line feed (in Apple, Linux, or Unix) or a carriage return plus a line feed (in Windows).
But since it doesn’t hurt us in this application, I will ignore it for now.
Dissecting the First Line
How do we pull that apart? Another good question. There is in Python (and, therefore, in
Sage) a routine called split, which is easier to illustrate than to explain. The command
that we use is data = inline.split(’,’). What that command does is to search the
string variable inline for any occurrences of the character , and then removes the , and
then puts the pieces into the list data (data doesn’t need to be declared as a list, because
split always expects a list.) In this case, the variable data will be [’2016’,’188’].
(Actually, it contains [’2016’,’188\n’], since \n is the line terminator that still is hanging
on to the 188, but again, it won’t harm us here.)
Why are the things in the list not numbers? That’s a reasonable question. The result
of any readline() is a string, so inline is a string, and splitting it apart gives (in this
case) two strings. But we will need numbers, not strings. We will have to deal with that
soon, but first we have to get the individual pieces out of data.
Fortunately, that is also easy. (Every part of this is easy, but there are a lot of parts,
and getting overwhelmed with too much easy stuff is hard to avoid. A snowflake is light
and fluffy, too, until you encounter an avalanche.)
The elements of a list can be accessed in a number of different ways, but the simplest
(and that’s all we will need here) is by using an index number in square brackets, which
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tells which element of the list we want. The only real catch is to keep remembering that
the first element of any list has index value 0. So, the first element of data is data[0] and
the second is data[1]. (Be careful of that! It is a typical gotcha in Python or Sage, or lots
of other computer languages.)
We now want to put the first element of data into years and the second element of
data into heights. But there is a catch. (There always seems to be a catch in this sort
of stuff.) As we said before, the entries in data are strings, but the entries in years and
heights need to be numbers. So, we have to convert them first. That is done by the
function float(), which takes as input a string and outputs the equivalent floating point
number. Believe me, that is much easier than doing it by hand. (And it is the fact that
float() doesn’t mind the number ending in \n that allows us to ignore that pesky \n at
the end of all these lines.) Fortunately, all this can be combined into a single step.
years.append(float(data[0]))
heights.append(float(data[1]))
The append() function just takes the argument of the function and tacks it on to the end
of the list.
Yay! We did it. For the first line only. Lots more to go. Ugh.
Processing the Other Lines
What we want to do is repeat all this over and over until we have processed the last line
of data. As you might expect, it will require using looping, but this time using something
other than for.
Conditional statements The most critical part of any loop is the test, which is what
tells the loop to quit. And that is going to bring up another new topic: logical variables
and conditionals. A conditional is something like a question: “Is this true or not?” One
example of a conditional would be 5 > 3, which would be true. Not a big surprise, but
that is what Sage thinks, too.

Note that the value is written in Sage as True; the alternative is False. Obvious conditionals are things like > and <. Testing for equality is trickier, since 5 = 3 is going to
give problems; it tries to assign the value 3 to the “variable” 5. Can you imagine what a
nightmare would follow this?
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I am not happy that Sage even allows that kind of thing, and it is clearly important to be
able to reverse it. Fortunately, that type of silliness only lasts for the box that uses it.

Consider this, though.

Clearly, pi is more like a variable to Sage. But how do you undo such an assignment?
There is a built-in function, restore() that can handle it.

Reversing all assignments But one of the nightmares in computer work is the
variable that has been assigned elsewhere and whose value creeps into a completely different
set of computations, completely messing them up. You have an option there as well.
You can simply restore all variables to their original (that is, unassigned) states and all
preassigned constants (like pi) to their original values by using the function reset(). But
beware of that, since it resets all variables, including ones that you might want to keep!
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Okay, that was another rabbit trail. But it doesn’t answer the question of how to write
a conditional that tests for equality. The answer is a standard computer notation: you use
== for testing for equality, as we saw before.

Much better.
Looping using while() But another question immediately occurs: What do we test for
in this situation? Our goal is to loop over all the lines in the file, so we should stop when
there are no more lines to process. So, what does Sage/Python do when it tries to read
past the end of the file? The answer is that readline() will return a string of length 0.
After all, there is nothing there. So, we continue to process as long as the inline variable
has length greater than 0. Progress!
So, the logic for the program we need looks like this:
Read a line
Check if we are done; exit if we are
Process the line
Repeat from the top
Here’s the hitch. The loop is geared around the test, which we can’t apply until after we
have read a line. That means that we can’t just put this into the loop format as it stands.
But there is an standard way to get around this. It goes this way:
Read the first line of the file
Check if we are done; exit if we are
Process the line
Read a new line
Loop back to the SECOND line of these commands
And that is what we do. It is worth thinking this logic through before you go on.
The final piece of this very long puzzle is setting up the loop. That is where Python’s
unusual method of looping shows up. Here’s how it goes.
The loop control that we will use is called while(), and it does just what it says. As
long as the argument of the while (which for us now will be the test for a non-zero length
of the inline value) is true, it will run the body of the loop. The way we determine the
length of a string is another function: len().
The way the body of the loop is determined is strange (to me). However, if you read
through the definition of your own functions (at the end of the second chapter), this will
be familiar. If not, here is the whole thing, from scratch. The character immediately after
the test is a colon (:). The body of the loop then is indented. If the test is successful, the
loop executes the indented lines, and goes back to the test. After the test fails the first
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time, the next line to be run is the next non-indented one. Sage helps with this; when it
sees a colon at the end of a line, it indents for you until you delete the indentation back to
the left margin.

Closing a file At the end of the loop, we close the file, which is done by telling the file
handle to close.

fh.close()

Scatter plot command Having done all that, we have loaded up the lists years and
heights, so we are very nearly finished. The function that will display the plot is sage.plot.point.point
The information that it needs is a list of ordered pairs (x, y) at each point to plot. But that
is not what we have! What we have is two lists, the x and y coordinates of the points to be
plotted. We pulled the inline variable apart. Maybe we shouldn’t have done that. But
no, we did have to do that, since we needed to convert the year and height into numbers.
But how do we put them back together? One more nifty function does it, zip(), which sort
of like a zipper, pulling two lists together into one list of ordered pairs, just what we need.
(The zip() function doesn’t require that the two lists have the same number of elements.
Instead, it stops when it hits the end of the shorter list.)
So, to finally put all these parts together, we get this:
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And there is the plot! Perhaps you should look this over, and see how all the different
pieces fitted together, and why each piece is there.

4.2.3

Bar charts

Bar charts are used mostly in statistics, and again, are probably best plotted using R.
However, it is also quite possible that you would rather do this in Sage. So, here goes.
Again, we will have to do a bunch of work to get the data into the form that Sage can
use. So, hang tight. You will rapidly learn that playing with real data is not very fun. But
playing with fake data is useless.
A bar chart plots the amounts of a variable in certain ranges of values. Typically, you
use bar charts on discrete data, data that has only a fixed number of values. That fits here,
since the heights are separated from each other, in whole numbers of centimeters. Except
that we converted them to floating point numbers
So, what I am going to do is use the same data I just used (presidential heights), and
plot how many presidents were different heights. For this, of course, I can use the file
processing that we did for the previous plot. Note, however, that if we were doing this
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from scratch, we would have to go over all that again! This just reinforces that the lessons
learned there are important when working with real-world data.
Note that when I convert the data to use for bar charts, I will be throwing out the year
data. Know that you are doing this! You are getting less information than with the scatter
plot. On the other hand, we processed the data so that we will have just the heights, which
is then useful.
Enough talking, let’s get the bar chart for the heights. The command that does this is
sage.plot.bar_chart.BarChart(), and the two arguments are lists. The first list gives
the values (in this case, the heights in centimeters) and the second list gives the number of
occurrences of those values (in this case, the number of presidents of the heights). Clearly,
you have to make sure that you have those lists correlated.
That presents something of a problem. We have the heights, but not the counts of the
heights. And we will also have to keep track of the values of the heights, from the smallest
to the largest, for the first list. It looks like we will need to do some more processing of the
data. (This is another good reason to use R; it would take care of this for you. But some
data processing is typical if you want to work stats in Sage, so let’s do it here anyway.)
We will need to loop over the elements in the list, and we want to do two things for
each height: add one to the number of presidents with that height, update (if necessary)
the minimum height and the maximum height. But there is a problem. We need to have
the list for the counts of heights of the presidents, but to do that, we have to initialize it
to create the spaces into which we can put those counts. That means we have to have the
maximum and minimum heights before we loop to get the counts. That means two loops,
one to find the max and min (which we can do with a single loop) and the other to put the
counts in place. Between the two loops, we will have to create the counts list.
So, first we need the code for maximum and minimum heights. Again, there is a
fairly standard way to do that. First, we establish max and min values. Most of it is
straightforward. We loop through the heights and if one is bigger than the previous max,
we update the max, and if the height is less than the previous min, we update the min. The
only tricky part is to determine the max and min before we start the loop. One approach
is to use absurd values (max = 0; min = 1000), but the better way is to start the max and
min equal to the height of the first president.
previous_max = heights[0];
previous_min = heights[0];
Note that since we are assigning values to max and min, we don’t have to declare them first.
This will again require a loop, and a new list to contain the counts of the different
heights, and we have to initialize the counts to all zeros. Failing to do that will create
problems all around. The way to do that is with what is called a for loop. The syntax is
much like a while loop.
for <loop_variable> in <list>:
<first statement to execute>
....
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<last statement to execute>
<statement to execute after the list is done>
So, the crucial things to remember is that you end the for statement with a colon (:), and
indent the statements you want repeated. The other new element of this is the form of the
conditional statement. It also looks like a loop.
if (<conditional_expression>):
<first statement to execute if the conditional is true>
....
<last statement to execute if the conditional is true>
<next statement to execute regardless of whether the conditional is true>
Something that will make this easier to code is to know how many heights there are,
basically by determining the length of the list. After some rummaging around the reference
manual (all of my initial guesses turned out not to work), there is a function that does this:
len(). Note, however, this is not a method; you have to call it as a function, in this
case len(years). The result is 58, but good programming practice says that you shouldn’t
write that number into your code (called hard coding variables); just use len(years). And
the fact that it is not a method means that years.len() returns an error; don’t use that!
Putting this all together, we get this. Note that the indentations nest! And note that
we initialize the counts at the beginning, so we don’t have to do that in another loop.
for i in range[len(heights)]:
counts[heights[i]] = 0;
if (heights[i] < previous_min):
previous_min = years[i]
if (heights[i] > previous_max):
previous_max = years[i]
(Why do I go up to previous_max+1? Because otherwise, the range would go up to, but
not include, previous_max, and that is a value that we will want to increment.)
Finally, we can run through the whole loop.
for i in range(len(heights)):
counts[heights[i]] = counts[heights[i]] + 1;

4.2.4

Histograms

Histograms are much like bar charts, but the intention of using the data is somewhat
different. With histograms, the data is assumed to be continuous, and you are chunking it
up yourself. To reflect this, the plot will look somewhat different. Histograms are collections
of separate bars, with gaps in between. Histograms are bars that have no gaps between
them; the right hand side of one bar has the same x coordinate as the left hand side of the
next bar.
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It is arguable that I should not have treated the presidential height data as a bar
chart. It is more accurately a histogram. But I really didn’t want to go over all that data
processing again. Sorry! (But not much.) And again, we will be using less information
than with the scatter plot.

4.2.5

Pie charts

You have probably seen pie charts. They are another way of presenting data, often very
useful for comparisons. I will again take the presidential height data, and this time present
the number of presidents of different heights as slices of the pie. And as with bar charts and
histograms, you are losing some information, specifically the connection with the years.
Here are the topics that are still to come. Eventually.
1. Three-dimensional plots
(a) Basic graphs (z = f (x, y))
(b) Cylindrical coordinates (z = f (r, θ))
(c) Spherical coordinates (ρ = f (θ, φ))
(d) Parametric surfaces (x = x(s, t), y = y(s, t), z = z(s, t))
(e) Contour plots
2. Making graphs look good
(a) Positioning or eliminating axes
(b) Labeling axes
(c) Scaling (resizing) axes
(d) Coloring graphs
i. Coloring two-dimensional curves
ii. Filling regions between curves
iii. Coloring surfaces
(e) Rotating three-dimensional graphs (notebook)
(f) Putting textual comments into graphs
I am leaving plotting for a bit, to work on different things. But I will return to finish
this. Later. Not sure how much later. . . .

Chapter 5
Algebra
By Algebra, I mean the type you learned in high school. I do not mean linear algebra
(which I cover later in this guide), nor abstract algebra, which Sage is also superb at doing,
but which I don’t cover here.
Mainly, I want to cover what Sage can do solving and simplifying expressions and
equations, which means we have to learn how to hand those to Sage, how to tell Sage to
solve or simplify them, and how to interpret the results. While this is high-school-type
algebra, the equations that we will encounter are far more difficult, and will apply to many
situations in later chapters of this course.
However, to invoke the simplification routines, we need to see the more object-oriented
approach to things. What does that mean?

5.1

Object oriented operations

I don’t want to go into the full object-oriented approach to computer programming, but
the notation is essential for Sage. (Sorry, all you procedural programming people!) Sage
is, from the ground up, an object-oriented programming system, because Python is.
What does that mean? All the numbers and variables that you work with in Sage are
actually objects, in a specific and technical sense of that word. For Sage (or any computer
programming environment), an object can be considered a piece of data that comes with its
own set of operations that do things with the data. Those operations are called methods.
How do you get the methods to operate on the data in an object? The notation is
standard. Suppose you set x = \pi/2, and you want to print x out to 20 decimal places.
You could do it, according to what was above, by typing print(N(x,digits=20)), and it
works. That is the procedural mindset way of doing this. The object-oriented way is to
type x.N(digits=20).
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So, what is the procedure for invoking a method on an object? You take the object
name, put a period (dot) after it, and then the name of the method, with any parameters
necessary in parentheses after the name. (Often there are no parameters necessary, and
the parentheses are empty, but they must still be present.)
It isn’t hard, but the shift in mentality for procedural thinkers can be quite rattling.
Please be gentle with Dr. Coulliette.

5.2

Simplifying expressions

The first thing to do is to figure out how to get Sage to simplify expressions. This is
trickier than it might first appear, since Sage will have its own ideas of when something is
simplified, and they might not be the same as ours. So, let’s begin learning how to apply
all the different simplification rules, and then how to more finely tune the simplification
operations.
Full simplification is simple to request. Assign the expression to a variable, say w. To
make Sage simplify it, just type w.simplify_full(). Even then, Sage misses some things.
Consider the following expression that Sage doesn’t want to simplify further.
8(log4 (7)) = (23 )(log(7)/ log(4))
2 )))

= (23 )(log(7)/(log(2

= (23 )(log(7)/(2 log(2)))
= 2[3 (1/2) log(7)/ log(2)]
= 2(3/2) [log(7)/ log(2)]
= [2(log2 (7)) ]3/2
= [7]3/2
√
=7 7
Admittedly, that one is pretty difficult to figure out.
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Note in this that if you don’t give the method N() any parameters, it assumes the default length. And you can apply the N() method to a number, meaning those are also
automatically objects.
By the way, if you forget the parentheses in the method, Sage gets unhappy.

Now we can look at the different simplification routines, one at a time. The first is for
factorials and binomials. The formulas for these are given next.

5.2.1

Factorials and binomials

The formula for factorials is, for n a positive integer,
n! = 1 × 2 × 3 × · · · × n
although, as I noted earlier, factorials can be defined for all complex numbers except for
the negative integers, and Sage can evaluate them. One basic identity to keep in mind
for simplifying factorials, true for all complex values, is that n! = n × (n − 1)!. The
Sage command, again as mentioned earlier, for factorials is factorial(), buyt now we
want to work with the object-oriented approach. The method for factorials for objects is
factorial(). I should admit at this point that even though factorials are defined for most
complex numbers, I haven’t been able to get Sage to give me a decimal value for (1 + i)!.
I’ll keep working on that.
Binomials, or binomial coefficients, are defined by
 
n
n!
.
=
k! (n − k)!
k
Obviously, this only requires that none of n, k, and (n − k) be a negative integer, but again,
the most common uses of binomials is with positive integers and a convention is often used:
if n − k is a negative integer, the value of the binomial is declared to be zero. The binomial
method in Sage uses is binomial(). But binomials need two arguments. If you type into
Sage 7.binomial(), Sage will get grumpy, because it needs the second argument. Just put
that in the parentheses. So, for 73 , you would use this.

And the value Sage gives is

7
3



= 35.
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Binomials are used in several different settings, such as counting the number of ways of
selecting k items from a collection of n items, or the coefficients of expansions of binomial
polynomials raised to powers (which is where the name comes from), and statistics.
Simplifying expressions involving factorials and binomials basically involves expanding
and combining factorials, using n! = n (n − 1)!. Part of this is the fact that you can
use variables in factorials and binomials, like x! or x8 . That makes things a lot more
complicated.

Note that the simplification went as far as it could go. But it didn’t see it as a binomial,
perhaps excusable. We can verify that it is a binomial, this way.

Note the simplification routines seem to cross over each other. I am not sure why that
happened. But the simplify_full() took care of it.

5.2.2

Trigonometric functions

This section is pretty straightforward, at least in terms of what you type. The method you
want is simplify_trig().

But what Sage thinks is simple is not necessarily what you think is simple. As an example,
which is simpler, sin(2 x) or 2 sin(x) cos(x). Sage thinks the second one, but that might
not be what you want.
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This is the hassle with any simplification routine. There will be people who can legitimately
say that a different, equivalent form is simpler. It really is a nightmare to decide, so don’t
blame Sage.

5.2.3

Rational expressions

Rational expressions are, by definition, the quotients of polynomials. The idea is the same
as with rational numbers, which are the quotients of two integers. √
Ok, side note here. Why are they called rational? And why is 2 called irrational? Is
math crazy? (Wait! Don’t answer that. . . .) Actually, it is somewhat the other way around.
And it is an interesting rabbit trail.
The root for the rational is ratio, as in quotient. And why the quotient of two whole
numbers? Because the ancient Greek sect called the Pythagoreans (of a2 + b2 = c2 fame)
were both mathematicians and philosophers, and they decided that the only numbers that
exist are what you could get from whole numbers (integers) by the usual arithmetic operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. It was a very logical process,
where logical comes from the Greek word logos, meaning (spoken) word, orderliness, and
reasoning. Literally, then, any other number was illogical, irrational,
if it even could exist.
√
Rational numbers ruled, at least until they discovered that 2 was not a rational number.
Pythagoreans didn’t last long after that. So, it isn’t so strange that rational numbers are
called rational.
Rational functions were defined in analogy with rational numbers, since polynomials
are something of the building blocks of all functions. And Sage tends to call functions
expressions, since there are two different usages of the word function in Sage. (Let’s not
confuse things yet. That will come later.)
If you have a rational function, the basic operation is to determine if it can be reduced
by factoring the top and the bottom polynomials and seeing if there is a common factor
that than be eliminated. Sage does this when you take a rational expression and apply the
method simplify_rational() to it.

5.2.4

Radicals

Radicals are expressions that have some roots (like square roots, cube roots, and so on)
in them. (Another interesting rabbit trail is why square roots are called radicals. The
fast answer is that the Latin for a plant root is radix, and it developed from there. Social
radicals view themselves as getting back to the root of problems. But again, mathematics
was there before them.)
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The basic way that radicals (the mathematical sort, anyway) can be simplified is to
express the base as a factored expression, and the radicals as exponents, and simplify. Sage
typically does this automatically, actually, for simple expressions.

It gets trickier when you are combining different expressions. And the preferred name
for the method is no longer simplify_radical(), but is now canonicalize_radical().
(Mathematicians apply the term canonical to expressions that have a very structured and
specific format.)

The resulting expression is supposed to have all the right values no matter what x is, but I
haven’t spent the time to check that. For example, splitting square roots can give you the
wrong answer.

5.3
5.3.1

Expanding expressions
Logarithms

When you have a log of a collection of things that are multiplied, divided, with roots taken,
and maybe raised to powers, then logs are really handy for pulling them apart, using their
properties. The method that does that is expand_log. This is the first step in what is
called logarithmic differentiation. If appropriate, you can recombine somewhat by using
the method simplify_log, but I rarely use it.
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Partial fractions
This is an algebraic operation on rational functions that is used in calculus and complex
analysis, and turns out to be extremely important there. If you want to integrate a rational
function (I’ll leave complex analysis out of this discussion), unless you are very fortunate
(or it is a particularly friendly homework problem), you will not be able to do that directly.
So, what you do is break the function apart algebraically first, into pieces that you can
(possibly with effort) integrate. Before proceeding, however, please realize that all we are
doing here is splitting the function up into pieces that together are algebraically equivalent.
Specifically, we have not integrated the function yet. This is pure algebra, with no calculus.
You have to apply the calculus to each term yourself. (Or let Sage do it for you. But that
is not in this chapter.)
The theory behind this is not difficult, but is not taught in school much any more.
Partial fractions assumes that the degree of the top polynomial is less than the degree of
the bottom polynomial. If that is not the case, you have to divide the two polynomials
first, and apply partial fractions to the remainder divided by the bottom polynomial. The
quotient is trivial to integrate.
Here’s the procedure. The first step is to factor the polynomial on the bottom into
linear and quadratic terms, possibly to powers. Hint: If you have to do a problem in the
homework or on a test, and you have to integrate a rational function, if the bottom is
already factored for you, assume that you are expected to use partial fractions to
solve it.
According to high-powered math, technically, every polynomial can be factored down
into linear and quadratic terms. It’s just that they can’t always be expressed in useful
form. We need useful forms. Each factor on the bottom generates one or more terms in the
partial fractions expansion, the number of terms generated equalling the exponent on the
factor. The numerators of the expansion terms are constants if the factor on the bottom is
a linear term to a power, and the numerators of the expansion terms are linear if the factor
on the bottom is a quadratic term to a power. All of this is taken care of for you by Sage.

Let me comment on this example, generated somewhat by random. Note that the factor in
the bottom (x − 2)3 generated the last three terms, while the (x2 + 9)2 generated the first
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two terms, in both cases matching the exponents. Next, note that the (x − 2)3 , a linear
term to a power, has constants on the top of the three expansion terms, while the (x2 + 9)2 ,
a quadratic term to a power, has linear terms (first degree polynomials) on the top of the
expansion terms. That sort of thing always happens.
Also, note that the coefficients can get really messy really fast. The coefficients in front
of the terms on the bottoms really should be on the bottom of the fractions on the top,
if that makes sense. Put it this way, there is a constant in the numerator of the middle
E
term, and it was originally something like x−2
, and in the process of solving, it turned out
3720
that E = 3720/28561. Sage just rewrote that term more nicely as 28561
. That is an
(x−2)
illustration of how messy even reasonable-looking expressions can get.

5.3.2

Full simplification

I used it earlier, but you can get by with only one simplification routine that calls all the
others, a method called simplify_full(). That invokes, in this order, the routines for
factorials, trigs, rationals, radicals, logs, and rationals (again). Even so, as noted earlier,
what Sage considers simplified might not agree with what you consider simplified. It can
get frustrating to make Sage’s expression look like what you want.

5.4

Solving equations

This is one of the most important operations in math, since just about everything gets
written as an equation to be solved, ultimately. There are various types of solutions that
you might want.
Some types require you to find the values of variables that make all the equations true
simultaneously. You might want those values exactly, explicitly in terms of the coefficients
in the equations. Other times, you would be satisfied with approximate values of the
variables, but you might want them to certain degrees of accuracy, such as a specific
number of decimal places.
Other types of equations will want you to find a collection of functions that cause the
equations to be true simultaneously. And again, you might be interested in the exact
solutions, or you might want to be able to approximate the solutions.
Sage can handle all of these. The only thing to learn is how to tell it to do them.

5.4.1

Single equation, exact solutions

The basic command is solve, and the general format is this:
solve(<the equation(s) and/or inequalities to be solved>,
<the variable(s) to be solved for>
[, optionally, other instructions]);
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So, some examples are in order.
First, the exact solutions of a quartic (fourth-degree) polynomial.

The point of this illustration is that you can either print or show the exact solutions, but
that showing them makes it vastly easier to make sense of them. On the other hand,
showing all 4 at once has the problem of running way past the right margin, so it is handy
to show them one at a time. The procedure solve() returns a list of solutions, so you
simply have to show them one at a time. Remember to start at index 0!

5.4.2

Single equation, approximate solutions

Suppose we want the solutions to that previous equation in a more usable (that is, decimal)
format. We can just use N() to do that. My initial tries failed. I first tried s[0].N(),
which didn’t work. Then I tried s.N()[0], which also failed. Then I looked at s[0]. It is
of the form x =<gobbledygook>. All I want is the value of <gobbledygook>, which isn’t
quite the same thing. So I took a flying guess, and tried s[0].rhs().N(), where rhs() is
my guess for the “give me the right hand side” method, and it worked!

Now, there are equations for which there is no formula for an exact solution. Polynomials
of degree 5 or higher are among them, if they don’t factor. So, let’s try one of those.
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Now, that is distinctly unhelpful. But it does mean that there is no exact solution. So,
after some fruitless floundering around, I had to go to the manual. And it will end up
requiring some explanation.
The way to get numerical solutions to equations is to use the method roots(). The
problem is, it doesn’t work by default.

Hmmmm. No explicit roots found. That is because by default, the roots() method looks
for rational roots. And a rational root would mean that the polynomial would factor. So,
we have to tell it to look more widely. The procedure is very simple, but the explanation
of the notation is not. You put a parameter inside the parentheses. For all real roots, you
use roots(ring=RR), and for all complex roots, you use roots(ring=CC). Now, what are
those?
Rings are abstract algebra (an advanced undergraduate to graduate level math topic).
The way to specify the ring of real numbers is RR; the way to specify the ring of complex
numbers is CC. For reference, the ring of whole numbers (integers) is ZZ (from the German
word Zahlen, meaning integers), and the ring of rational numbers is QQ (from the word
quotient). In one sense, that is a cool feature: you can look for easy solutions first, if you
want. And the results returned from ZZ and QQ are exact. The results from RR and CC are
floating point. The only hassle is that you have to specify what type of solutions you are
looking for.

Now, to explain the notation that roots() uses. The answers have a specific form. It is
a list (meaning the answer is enclosed in square brackets), and the elements of the list are
ordered pairs, giving the roots of the equation. The first element of the ordered pair is the
value of the root; the second element of the ordered pair is the multiplicity of the root (how
many times the value is a root). That is not something that you encounter much, but the
equation (x − 2)4 = 0 is a fourth-degree polynomial, with a single root of 2, repeated 4
times. That means that x = 2 is a root of multiplicity 4. Most of the time in practice, the
multiplicity is 1, as is the case here. But when it is not 1, then some very strange things
can happen. It’s a red flag.

5.4.3

Multiple equations

There really is no difference between the way single equations are handled and multiple
equations. The only thing is to make sure that you specify the multiple equations correctly,
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but once you do that, it’s all the same.
And how do you specify multiple equations? You make a list of them, meaning you
enclose them in square brackets. That’s not quite all, though. It turns out that list objects
don’t have a solve() method, so we have to go back to the procedural approach. Here is
an example with two equations in two unknowns that has seven solutions, most of them
complex.
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Chapter 6
Calculus
Most of you will be in calculus, but some will be quite a bit beyond that. For all of you,
it is important for you to understand how Sage does calculus, since there is an excellent
chance that even if you are in some more advanced course, you will end up using calculus
with Sage.
For those of you in calculus, you will need to come back to this chapter regularly during
the semester as you need to do new things. This guide is not intended to teach you calculus.
It is here to help you do the grunt work that calculus often requires.

6.1

Derivatives

One of that basic operations in calculus is differentiation, the process of finding derivatives.
Sage does all of that.

6.1.1

Regular derivatives

The command and the method for finding derivatives is derivative. That is pretty
straightforward. Here is an example of both.

Note that the variable I am differentiating with is given as an argument in both cases.
Can you omit the argument if there is only one variable? At this time, yes, but you
shouldn’t rely on that. Sage does intend to force you to specify the variable at some point
in the future.
55
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One thing that will help people who are stuck thinking in terms of Maple (the computer
algebra system we used to use; ask Dr. Coulliette), you can use the same notation, diff in
place of derivative. But that isn’t considered “proper” Sage notation.
Note that you can use variables as coefficients, and Sage will do The Right Thing c .
Also, Sage will rearrange things the way it likes.

Note that this can be combined with solve() to find things like local extrema, or you
can find the intervals where a function is increasing or decreasing.

Note that increasing consists of two lists, meaning there are two intervals on which f is
increasing, while decreasing consists of a single list that contains two conditions,
  with the
1
intention that both conditions are satisfied. It would normally be written as
< x < 1,
3
but Sage doesn’t seem to want to use that notation.

6.1.2

Partial derivatives

Partial derivatives only show up when you have more than one variable around. From
Sage’s perspective, all derivatives that it calculates might as well be partial derivatives.
The only difference is that if there is only one variable, then you don’t have to specify it
in the derivative method/function. However, that is a bad idea, as noted earlier. When
there are more more variables, it is an error to omit the variable, even when it seems
obvious to us.
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Higher-order derivatives

Higher-order derivatives, whether regular or partial, follow the same pattern as the first
derivatives. You simply list the variables you want to differentiate with respect to.

This can get brutal if, for example, you want the 23rd derivative of arctan(x). You can
lose count very easily. But Sage has a way of doing that for you.

I would not want to do that by hand. . . .

6.1.4

Implicit derivatives

Implicit first derivatives, including implicit partial derivatives, are easily done, if you remember the formula. If you want Sage to do it, things get a bit messier.
dy
Suppose you have f (x, y) = C, and you want to find dx
. In that case, you want
to treat y as a function of x, and that is not an obvious command. But it does exist,
y = function(’y’)(x). From there, it flows. But you should note that from then on,
Sage will remind you that y is a function of x, always writing it as y(x). I makes the
expressions somewhat long.
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Note that the derivative we want has a somewhat bizarre form: D[0](y)(x). What we do
next will explain why the [0] is there.
Things get more interesting when you want higher-order implicit derivatives. It takes
some determination to make Sage do it. Here goes.
First, we have to differentiate the expression.

I had to use print here because it wouldn’t have fit otherwise. We want to do two things:
substitute the expression we had for D[0](y)(x), and then solve for D[0, 0](y)(x). That last
is the second derivative that we want, and we can now begin to understand the notation.
The D stands for derivative and it is the derivative of y. The list that follows is the list of
variables that it is being differentiated with respect to. Remember that all derivatives in
Sage are (potentially, at least) partial derivatives. To figure out what variables are being
differentiated, you have to go back to the definition of y, which is y = function(’y’)(x),
so y is a function of only one variable, x. The list of variables for y is [x], and that is the
list that the [0] and [0, 0] refer to. The first element of a list is element 0, so element 0 of
the list of variables in y is x. It all makes sense, once you can wrap your mind around it.
∂ 5f
,
So, for example, if you had a function f(x,y,z) and you wanted to express
∂x ∂ 2 y ∂ 2 z
you would need to ask Sage for f.derivative(x,y,y,z,z) and Sage would refer to it as
D[0,1,1,2,2](f)(x,y,z).
Now, back to finding the second implicit derivative. Next, we want to solve that Sage
expression for D[0, 0](y)(x). That is easy.

Taking the derivative again produced more D[0](y)(x) terms, which we don’t want in
the final answer. Since we already have the value of it, we can substitute for it, and get the
correct answer. Here’s how that goes, using a new method, substitute (it doesn’t seem
to be a function).
There are a few steps involved. First, we need to pull the actual value of the first
(implicit) derivative from the expression we got earlier. For that, we have to get inside the
list, which is what the [0] does; it gives us the first element of the list, which is the whole
thing, since there is only one element.
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Next, we have to get the stuff to the right of the = sign, which is what .right() does.
(It is the same as .rhs() earlier. I just wanted to show you both.) That is then set to
dydx, and I display it, so you can verify that it is exactly the same.
I then go through the same procedure with the second derivative, pulling out the right
side of the only element of the list, and assigning it to d2ydx2. Then I display that.

The last steps took me quite a while to get; they are not easy. First, I needed to
take d2ydx2 and substitute the first derivative (what is stored in dydx), and put it in for
D[0](y)(x). That is what the .substitute does, but note (it took me a long time to realize
these!) that you have to use == and not just = in the expression, and that you refer to the
derivative as y.derivative(x). That actually gives the answer, but it is a horrible mess.
It took me quite a while to get this into a form that fit on a single response line, but
I finally did. That’s what all the expand, simplify, and factor is about in the last
command does.

And, yes, there was a time when this work was expected to be done by hand, except
that simplifying was NOT encouraged. (This is done for everybody’s sanity. It is much
simpler to grade something that is not simplified, since then the places that are right and
wrong will stand out. And the student doesn’t spend time simplifying, and possibly making
mistakes which could cause a loss of credit unrelated to understanding what the problem
is all about.)

6.1.5

Taylor series

Taylor series expansions are used in many different areas of mathematics. They are essential
for complex analysis as well as many places in applied mathematics. And Sage works them
very easily.
The command (both a function and a method) for getting Taylor series is taylor().
(I tried series() and it didn’t work.) For the function, you need four arguments, in this
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order: the name of the function, the variable for the expansion, the center point of the
expansion, and the degree of the highest term to include. For the method, you only need
three arguments (in the right order), since you don’t need to give the name of the function.

Note two things about this illustration. First, the variables other than x are treated as
constants, as you would want them to be treated. Also, note that the order of the terms
in the output is not what you would expect: degrees 5, 4, 2, 3, and 1. That happens at
times.
There is a typical kind of problem that occurs here. How do you find out how accurate
a Taylor series is? For that, you need the error (or remainder) term, the amount of error
you get by stopping the Taylor series at a finite number of terms. There are a number of
formulas for the error term, all of which include an undetermined value, just to make it
hard to evaluate. However, if you can estimate the size of the error term, knowing just a
little bit about the undetermined value (such as, the undetermined value is between these
two numbers), you can get a fairly good estimate of the error, and therefore how accurate
the truncated Taylor series is.
Sage can help with all that. Typically, the easiest form to manipulate for the remainder
term of the Taylor series is Lagrange’s form:
Rn (x) =

f (n+1) (c)
(x − a)n+1
(n + 1)!

where c is the undetermined value, and is between a and x. You can think of Rn (x) as
being the sum of all the terms of the Taylor series of f (x) expanded about x = a after the
f (n) (a)
(x − a)n term. Basically, we want to get the largest absolute value of Rn (x).
n!
Let’s take an example, and find the remainder term for f (x) = Arctan x expanded
about x = 0 after 8 terms, evaluated at x = 0.1 (which says that a = 0.1). For that, we
need the ninth derivative of f (x), which is less than fun.

After finding the ninth derivative, I substituted c for x, multiplied by a9 = (0.1)9 , and
divided by 9!. Now we have to find the maximum remainder over all c between 0 and 0.1.
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Oh, goody. Well, Sage has the way out for you. It has functions that do that for you,
called find_local_maximum and find_local_miminum. (You need both, by the way. You
don’t always know if the remainder term is positive or negative. If it is negative, then you
need the local minimum.) Both functions return two values, the first number is the local
maximum or minimum, and the second is the value of the variable that gives that max or
min.

From this, you can tell that the largest the remainder term can be is less than 1.2 × 10−10 .
In fact, it is.

6.1.6

Gradients

~
Once you have partial derivatives, you should learn about gradients, usually denoted ∇f
in texts. They are the correct analogue in multiple variables of single-variable derivatives,
the right way to combine partial derivatives into a single unit that acts in much the same
way as the derivative of a single-variable function.
Sage understands gradients. But that means you have to understand the way that Sage
writes vectors first. It is almost too easy. The vector that would be written as a~ı + b~ is
written in Sage as (a,b).
Then, the function/method that gives gradients is just diff. Yes it is the same as
taking derivatives, which I actually like. (Note the reset(). That is because I want Sage
to forget that y is a function of x and I have nothing else for it to remember.)

The answer is that the gradient is (3 y 3 + 4 x y)~ı + (9 x y 2 + 2 x2 ) ~, written in traditional
format.
If you have three dimensions, then Sage is happy to accommodate.
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6.1.7

Divergence and curl

~ the divergence (“del dot” or
There are two other operators that associate with “del” (∇),
~ and curl (“del cross” or ∇×).
~
∇·)
The divergence exists in as many dimensions as you want,
but curl only works in three dimensions (the only place that cross products exist), and both
operate on vector fields, as you would expect from dot products and cross products.
The names of these methods (they do not exist as functions) are easily guessed, .div()
and .curl(). Note that f.diff().curl() will always give the zero vector field, as will
vecfield.curl().div(). These are identities. However, f.grad().div() is usually abbreviated ∇2 f , and is called the Laplacian of f . Using gradf from the previous example,
we get this.

I will leave the interpretation of divergence and curl to the appropriate courses.

6.2

Integration

The other half of calculus is integration, and Sage is great at doing it. The basic command
is integrate(), and is either a function or a method.

6.2.1

Indefinite integrals

There are two varieties of integrals, indefinite and definite. Sage understands both. Let’s
start with indefinite (which is the easier way to go).
There is a required argument to the integrate() method, the variable of integration,
and two required arguments for the function, the function to integrate and the variable of
integration.

Note that integration acts like partial derivatives; everything but the designated variable
is treated as a constant.
Note also that Sage omits the constant of integration. That is not a mistake that you
should make. We believe that Sage knows to put it in when it is needed; we don’t assume
the same is true for students. So beware!
Actually, Sage will integrate expressions with no designated variable when there is only
a single variable present, but it might complain about it. It is best not to use this shortcut.
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Definite integrals

These are obtained from the indefinite integrals by substituting the limits and subtracting
(in the right order). That means that you will have to include the upper and lower limits
of the definite integral as two more arguments. Make sure you put the lower limit first and
then the upper limit, or you will get the wrong answer.
Using the same f and g as in the previous examples, we get this.

Note again that you can omit the variable when there is only one, but again, it is not the
best habit to get into.
Of course, Sage “just does” integrals, and exceedingly well, but there are times when you
might want to force Sage to use a specific technique (like when you have to do it yourself,
and want to check that you did it correctly). However, you really need to learn to program
Sage in order to do this, so I will do these in the last chapter of this guide.
Improper integrals
Sage deals with Type I improper integrals (the type where one or both limits are infinite)
the same way it deals with regular integrals. You only need some clue about how to enter
the −∞ and/or ∞ as limits. All you need to know is the keyword Infinity, which is
acceptable as a limit in integrals, as is -Infinity.

This really makes you wonder why π shows up in places like these. Where is the circle?
What happens if the improper integral diverges? Watch.
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Sage returns an error and tells you that the integral diverges.
There are a few oddities that Sage incorporates. You would probably know that
Z
1
= ln |x| + C.
x
However, Sage does not do this integral in a normal fashion. It will simply say

without the absolute values (or the constant of integration). Technically, Sage is correct.
Then why do we teach that integral with the absolute values? It steers students to the
correct answers. But this doesn’t really become a problem until you start with definite
integrals. You will also note that this is an improper integral. That is also relevant.
Suppose you give Sage a definite integral of 1/x.

No problems there. After all, 2 and 3 are positive numbers, so the presence of the absolute
values is irrelevant. But what about this?

Note that the order of integration is −3 ≤ x ≤ −2, so the order of the limits of integration
is correct; −3 < −2. Now that is odd. Sage did not just plug −2 or −3 into the integral
that it got, or at least it doesn’t look like it did that. Note that this is the same answer you
would get by using ln |x|. So, using that works, too. Both ways work; Sage is just smart
enough to catch these things.
And, if you try something foolish, Sage will catch it.
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This is where using ln |x| is a problem. You might not realize that you tried to integrate
over a place that you shouldn’t. Sage does notice. If you just plow ahead, you will get the
wrong answer. That’s the downside to teaching ln |x|.
Non-evaluation of integrals
There are a few times when you might want to just write out the integral and not have it
evaluated just yet. This might occur when you are developing an expression that uses an
integral, but you haven’t gotten all the pieces together quite yet. Or it might be that Sage
can’t do it, and you do want to show what it is.
You can add to any integral another argument, hold=True, and it will prevent evaluation, and just display the integral.

I should also mention that hold=True can be added to all kinds of other functions and
methods. It just didn’t seem reasonable to mention it until now.

That begs the question, how do I get rid of a hold=True so that it will evaluate it?
That turns out to be a good question. You don’t want to have to retype the whole
expression just to omit the hold=True. Well, investigating this showed something that I
had been wondering about. There is a way to refer to the previous expression! It is the
simple underscore (_). And, there is a method .unhold(). So, this will work: _.unhold()
immediately following.
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That also means that you can numerically evaluate things using n(_). Now, that’s useful!

6.2.3

Higher-dimensional integrals

Once you have integrating a single variable down, you will want to know about multiple (or
more accurately, iterated) integrals. That shows up when you have more than one variable
to integrate, and you are integrating over a region in the plane, or space, or worse.
Cartesian coordinates
Suppose you want to evaluate a double or triple integral on Sage. There is no real problem.
The only caution is to put the order of the integrands backwards from the way you write
them. For example, if you want to find
Z 4Z 5
x2 ∗ y 3 dy dx
0

x+1

you would simply enter it using two integrate()s.
integrate(integrate(x^2*y^3,y,x+1,5),x,0,4)
Here’s how it looks in Sage, using both function and method approaches. (I tend to use
function approach, because that is what Maple uses, and I learned this stuff mainly in
Maple.)

And if you want to display the unevaluated double integral, you can put hold=True in both
integrates.
Triple integrals go just as easily as double integrals. So,
Z 3 Z 5Z 5
x ∗ y 2 ∗ z 3 dz dy dx
0

you would do it this way.

x

x−y
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What happens if you want to integrate in a different coordinate system, like polar
or spherical coordinates? You have to do that manually. There doesn’t seem to be an
argument for coordinate system available in Sage. That doesn’t mean that you can’t
integrate a function in polar coordinates; you just have to set it up correctly yourself.
There is one caution, though. If you use r, rho, (ρ), theta (θ) or phi (φ), then you will
probably need to declare them as variables first. Here is how to calculate the area of the
cardioid r = 1 + cos(θ) in the first quadrant. Note the r in the integral is simply part of
the integration in polar coordinates.

Since cylindrical coordinates are polar coordinates plus a z coordinate (except for some
fussy details), you also need to remember the r in that triple integral as well. And with
spherical coordinates, you will need to declare var(’rho, theta, phi’) and make sure
you include the factor rho^2 * sin(phi). (That is, of course, unless you are a physicist
or engineer and use rho^2 * sin(theta).) Here is the second moment about the z axis
of the “ice cream cone” bounded by 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ φ ≤ π/6.

6.2.4

Line integrals and contour integrals

Line integrals and contour integrals are two names for the same thing: integrating a function
along a path in the plane. The usual ways it is written are
Z
f ds
γ

or
~
intγ F~ · dR.
The invariable technique to solve this is to convert everything to a single variable, typically
whatever variable is used to parameterize the curve γ, and use the bounds on the parameter
that define γ as the limits on the integral.
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As an example of how to do this in Sage, let’s set up one of each type. The first line
integral will be in the plane. Suppose the curve is γ(t) = (3 ∗ t2 − 2 ∗ t, 5 ∗ t3 + 3 ∗ t − 1)
for −3 ≤ t ≤ 6, and the function is f (x, y) = 5 ∗ x ∗ y − 3 ∗ x2 + 2 ∗ y 3 . The way we would
set this up in Sage is first to enter the components of γ.

x = 3*t^2 - 2*t;
y = 5*t^3 + 3*t - 1

Then we define f = 5*x*y - 3*x^2 + 2*y^3. The last thing to do is to get ds. That
comes from γ. So, set that up. It is easiest to think of it as a vector, gamma = (x,y).
dt, and ds
is the magnitude of dγ
. The way to get the
To get ds, we note that dγ = dγ
dt
dt
dt
magnitude of a vector v is v.norm(). (The usual notation for the norm of a vector ~v is |~v |.)
The function that gets integrated then is f*s.derivative(t).norm(). So the integral we
want is integrate(f*s.derivative(t).norm(), t, -3, 6). Note that the limits on the
curve become the limits on the integral. And that’s all! Here it is in Sage.

2
2
~
Suppose F
R = (2 x y, 3 y z, x + 4 z) and γ(t) = (cos(t), 2 sin(2 ∗ t), t ) for 0 ≤ t ≤ π. We
~ Again, we start with pulling the components of γ apart into x(t),
want to get γ F~ · dR.
~ is
y(t), and z(t). Then define F~ , so that the values of x(t) etc get put into F~ . Then dR
dγ
nothing more than dt dt. The thing we need to know is how to take dot products. That is
again a sneak peek into the linear algebra section. To get the dot product of two vectors v
and w, you use v.dotproduct(w). So, here are the steps in Sage for this problem.
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There is also a hybrid
type of line integral that shows up often enough to merit a
R
mention. It looks like γ F~ · T~ ds. To evaluate that, you need to know how to get T~ . The
definition is
T~ =

~
dR
dt
~
dR
dt

.

From there, you should be able to figure out everything.

6.2.5

Surface integrals

This is a topic that is not typical for mathematics courses, but it is very handy for physicists,
who use it to find fluid flow or magnetic flux through a surface, for example. So, I will give
a little more of a motivation here than usual.R
The key to working a line integrals like γ f ds, is the formula for the curve γ(t) for
R
t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 . You use it to pull back (and that is the technical term, actually) from γ f ds
Rt
to t01 [· · · ]dt, and fill in [· · · ] correctly. That is, you pull back the line integral to a regular
integral.
RR
You do the same with surface integrals. If you want to evaluate S f (x, y, z) dS,
for some surface S, you must have a set of parametric equations that define the surface:
x = x(u, v), y = y(u, v), and z = z(u, v), with u and v being the parameters that range
over some region R. The trick is to pull back everything to a regular double integral over
the region R. It is filling in the integrand correctly that is the tricky part.
Now, to be more specific, suppose you have a surface S defined by the equations x =
x(u, v), y =RR
y(u, v), and z = z(u, v), with (u, v) ∈ R being a subset of the plane. You want
to evaluate S f (x, y, z)dA. The simplest part is to convert f to being a function of u and
v. This can be done by plugging in the equations given in the parameterization of S. Easy!
The limits on the pulled back integral will simply be whatever you need to integrate u and
v over R. The really tricky part is converting between dS in the surface integral and dv du
in the pulled back integral. You will just have to believe me for this. Convert the three
~ that has components in space (three dimensions) that
parametric equations into a vector S
~
~
∂S
∂S
and Sv =
. The ratio between the areas
are functions of u and v. Calculate Su =
∂u
∂v
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of dS and dv du is the norm |Su × Sv |. That is, you multiply dv du by |Su × Sv | to replace
dS in the surface integral. Then you are set to integrate that function over the region R
in the u, v plane, and get a value equal to the surface integral.
Let me go through an example for which we know the answer. Let’s find the surface
area of a sphere. For those of you with really good memories, the surface area of a sphere
of radius a is 4 π a2 , Let’s derive that.
First, we will need parametric equations for a sphere. That isn’t too hard, if you use
spherical coordinates: ρ = a (a constant), θ runs from 0 to 2 π, and φ runs from 0 to π,
and the parameterized sphere is given by x = RR
a sin(φ) cos(θ), y = a sin(φ) sin(θ), and
z = a cos(φ). The surface integral itself will be S 1 dS, since all we need to get surface
area is dS, the area of the little patch that we are integrating over, and the surface integral
will add up the areas of all the tiny dS patches to give the area of the whole thing.
~ = (x, y, z) = (a sin(φ) cos(θ), a sin(φ) sin(θ), a cos(φ)). We
Next, set up the vector S
have to calculate Sφ and Sθ , and take the cross product. I’d rather let Sage do that.

You will notice that I had to define the variables as variables, and declare that the angles
and radius were real. That turned out to be necessary for Sage to simplify properly. (Yes,
you can define the sine of a complex number. It can get really strange.) And, after defining
S, in the next box, I differentiated S with respect to phi, and then took the cross product
(that’s the method .cross_product()) of that with the derivative of S with respect to
theta, took the norm and used factor() and simplify_trig() and expand() to get it
into a reasonable form. The only thing left to do is to integrate it. I will leave that for
Sage as well.

And guess what? The answer is 4 π a2 , just as it should be!
And a moment of true confession. I had to work to get the right answer, because Sage
was giving me incorrect answers. I hate to say this, but you have to use common sense to
evaluate what Sage gives you. Here is an illustration.
p
If you remove the constants from N and rearrange terms, you get 1 − cos(2 φ). Here
is a plot of it, over the range of φ that we are using (0 to π).
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That makes it hard to understand how this integral could possibly be correct.

(And, no, this is not one of those switching-the-answer tricks. You can try it yourself on
Sage.) The area is clearly not 0. In fact, you can do worse.

√
This explains why the answer is 0; Sage thinks that the integral from 0 to π/2 is + 2,
which is actually correct. Maybe I need to submit an error report to Sage. . . .
The moral of this is simple: Don’t take anything Sage produces as Truth. You need
to have some basic idea of what the correct answer is, and if Sage disagrees, you have to
decide who is wrong. And occasionally it might be Sage that is wrong.
On the other hand, there is another lesson that comes from this
√ function. Since a
2
trig identity shows 1 − cos(2 φ) = 2 sin (φ), the integrand is really 2 sin(φ). Then, the
function g in the plots below should be exactly zero. It isn’t. It isn’t even consistently
non-zero; multiple attempts at graphing it produce different results. The lesson here is to
be careful trusting Sage (or really any graphing program) too much.
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The argument figsize[8,4] was to adjust the size of the graph so that I could include it
here. That might be handy to know.
But in fairness, note that the size of the errors is typically less than 1 × 10−15 , so the
values are correct to at least 15 decimal places. That is mighty accurate. It is only an
example of how subtracting two things that are almost exactly the same, but not quite,
produces a collection of errors that are very tiny, but not usually 0.

Chapter 7
Differential Equations
Differential equations are central to most of physics and engineering, so their solutions have
immense practical importance. And Sage has an excellent handle on them.
However, there is some notation and standards that Sage uses that need to be understood first. Part of that involves making sure that constants, variables, and functions are
declared properly. Sage is rather picky about this. For the typical differential equation,
something like
5

dy
d2 y
−7
+ 8 y = 17 sin(3 x),
2
dx
dx

you would need to declare that x is a variable and that y is a function of x. We have seen
both of these before, but in case you jumped straight here, the commands for that are
var(’x’) and y = function(’y’)(x). First derivatives are expressed using the notation
y.derivative(x) and second derivatives are expressed by y.derivative(x,x). In return,
Sage writes those derivatives as D[0](y)(x) and D[0, 0](y)(x), respectively. The square
bracket notation is in place to accommodate higher-order partial derivatives. If you had w
as a function of (x, y, z), you would write that using var(’x,y,z’); w = function(’w’)(x,y,z).
7
To express the partial derivative ∂x2 d∂yw3 ∂z2 to Sage, you would write
w.derivative(x,x,y,y,y,z,z),
and Sage would reply with
D[0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2](w)(x, y, z).
The variables given at the end becomes a list, and the thing in square brackets picks elements out of the list corresponding to the partial derivative variables: element 0 is x,
element 1 is y, and element 2 is z. (Remember that the first element of a list is element 0
for Sage.) Now you can read D[0, 0](y)(x) correctly.
And to make sure that I am not carrying anything over, I start with a reset() command, which un-defines everything.
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General solutions

The general command for getting the solution of a differential equation (often called a d.e.)
is desolve(), which is a function, not a method. As an example, to solve the differential
equation
dy
+ 4 y = sin(2 x)
dx
on Sage, you would do this.

Note several things. First, the use of = and == at different places. It has to be that way.
The = assigns the equation to the variable de, and the == is what makes the thing assigned
an actual equation. If you need to review the difference between = and ==, do that now,
before you get really confused later.
The .expand() puts the solution in a more standard form. You can try the solution
without the .expand() and you will see why I did it.
Another thing to note is that even though integrate when used for an indefinite
integral will always omit the +C, that is not the case for desolve(). The reason is simple:
It is essential to have it there now, and it doesn’t always just show up as a constant by
itself, as you can see.
Higher-order equations have the same overall syntax. So, to solve
x2

dy
d2 y
− 6x
+ 6 y = x3
2
dx
dx

in Sage, you would do this.

7.2

Initial value problems

The next step up is to add initial conditions. This means that you give the values that the
required solution and its derivatives must have at a single point. You will need as many
conditions as the order of the differential equation.
When written in a book or on a test, they will be expressed as something like this.
dy
+ 4 y = sin(2 x),
dx

with y(0) = 8
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In the case of a second-order equation, the initial conditions consist of the values of y
dy
at a specific value of x. The way that is expressed in Sage is with a single list of x,
and dx
dy
y, and dx , in that order.

Higher-order initial conditions simply extend that list to include all the orders of derivatives up to and including order n − 1 for an nth order differential equation. Since you start
the list of initial conditions with x, that gives n conditions to solve for the n arbitrary
constants that appear in the general solution of an nth order differential equation. To solve
there using Sage, you simply extend the pattern shown for second-order equations.

7.3

Direction fields

The direction field for a first-order differential equation is a line segment with the right
slope at each point. It has the property that if you graph the solution, the segments at
each point will be tangent to the solution. This lets you visualize the solution before you
know what it is.
Plotting them for a differential equation is not difficult; we have made vector fields
already; this is very similar. The main trick is to assemble the data for the field and put
it in place efficiently. Doing this by hand (the way I learned, back about the time they
invented paper) takes a lot of time, and it somewhat a matter of guessing. After all, how
many people could draw reasonably accurately line segments with slopes 4 and 6? The
computer does a whole lot better.
Connecting the line segments with smooth curves give isoclines, basically the graphical
solution curves.
We need to tell Sage to create the line segments, which uses a nifty built-in function
called plot_slope_field(). The arguments are, in order, the function that gives the
slopes, the limits on x, and the limits on y. The limits on x and y have the form (x,a,b)
and (y,c,d), where the limits on x are a ≤ x ≤ b and the limits on y are c ≤ y ≤ d.
dy
= x2 + y 2 for x and y
Here is an example. We want to plot the direction field for dx
between −2 and 2. Here’s how it would go on Sage.
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Note that you don’t have to give Sage a count for the number of horizontal and vertical
points. It just does something fairly good by itself. And the figsize=[4,4] kept the size
small enough to include here.
The usefulness of direction fields will be more apparent when you realize that this
differential equation has no solution using functions that we have. Therefore, the graphical
solution is significant. Once we have covered approximate solutions (shortly), I will plot
some of the solutions on top of the direction field, so you can get an idea of how the two
relate.

7.4

Boundary value problems

Boundary conditions occur when the values of the conditions that the solution must satisfy
are not all at the same point. It generally happens in that case that you are working on
an interval and the conditions occur at the two endpoints of the interval. With partial
differential equations (again, later), you might be given the values of the function at all
points of the edge (boundary) of a region and asked to fill in the values inside the region.
That gave rise to the term boundary value problems.
Boundary conditions are a lot more fragile than initial conditions. General theory
says that you can specify the initial conditions pretty much any way you want, for any
reasonable differential equation, and you will get a solution. That is not the case for
boundary conditions, although, it must be admitted that the situations where boundary
conditions fail are rather rare.
First, how do you specify boundary conditions? For first-order equations, there is no
difference between initial and boundary conditions. The difference only shows up in higherorder equations. Instead of specifying the value of the solution and its derivatives at one
single point (which is what an initial condition does), the values of the solution and its
derivatives are specified at different points, usually thought to be the endpoints (thus, the
“boundary”) of the solution. To do that for a second-order equation, you want two boundary
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conditions, assumed (by Sage) to be the values of the function and the independent variable
at two points. In that case, there will be four entries in the list: [first x-value, first y-value,
second x-value, second y-value].
Here is a typical boundary value problem.
dy
d2 y
+ 6 y = x3 ,
− 6x
2
dx
dx
Here is the solution in Sage.
x2

with y(1) = 2, y(3) = 4

2

d y
Now, here’s what can go wrong. Start with the differential equation dx
2 + y = 0, with
solution y = C1 sin(x) + C2 cos(x). Note that whatever value y has when x = 0, it will
have the exact same value when x = 2 π. So, trying to specify different values of y at 0
and 2 π will guarantee that there is no solution. Here’s how Sage shows that.

It is hard to see, but the response that Sage gave for this boundary value problem is the
empty list, two square brackets with nothing in between, so it looks like a tall, narrow
rectangular box.

7.5

Power series solutions

I am still trying to figure out how to do this for something more than the simplest cases.
I hope to expand this later.

7.6

Laplace transforms

Sage can compute Laplace transforms and use them to solve differential equations. First,
we show how to get Laplace transforms. The method is simply lapalce(t,s) where t is
the variable in the function and s is the variable of the transform. These are almost always
correct.
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And of course, Sage does inverse Laplace transforms as well.

It even works nicely with piecewise.

However, it does not work well going backwards. To be fair, setting up the piecewise
function is not simple.

Now, to solve differential equations using Laplace transforms is not at all complicated
for Sage. The command desolve_laplace() is a function, so you hand it the differential
equation, and you have to tell it what the solution variable is, using the dvar = <variable>
argument. Initial conditions are optional, but if they are included, they are an argument
starting ics = <list of initial conditions> in the same format as before.

Note that if you don’t give initial conditions, Sage shows you exactly how to plug them in,
assuming the initial conditions are at x = 0, which is quite typical. You have to remember
that D[0](f )(0) is the way that Sage writes f 0 (0), though.

7.7. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS
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Approximate solutions

There are numerous approximation methods for solving differential equations, in part because differential equations can be very elusive at times, and in part because they are so
important.

7.7.1

Euler’s method

This is a classroom technique, not something you want to use in any serious application. But
it is instructive to have it available, to see the basic approach that other, more sophisticated
methods use.
The function you want is called eulers_method(), and it solves numerically the differential equation dy/dx = f (x, y) with an initial condition, y(x0 ) = y0 . However, it is not a
part of the normal collection of items that Sage knows. In order to save space for computations, Sage will load a collection of commonly-used commands. If you want something
else, you have to load it, technically called importing it. Here’s how.

eulers_method() takes a collection of arguments, in this order:
• the function that dy/dx equals
• the initial value of x
• the initial value of y
• the step size to use
• the ending value of x
So, here is an example of solving dy/dx =
x = 1.

x+y
, y(0)
x2 +y 2

= 2/3, using a step size of 1/2, up to

Note that if the function f (x, y) is a rational function and x0 and y0 are rational
numbers, then all the approximations will be rational as well. It doesn’t take long for
the results to become unreasonable.
The way to solve that problem is to make the value of y0 a floating point number by
including a decimal point somewhere in its value.
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7.7.2

rk4

That is handy for classroom demonstrations, but not for serious work. There are serious
differential equation solvers for Sage. The real workhorse is called desolve_rk4(), which
is a 4th -order Runge-Kutta solver. (You will learn about that later.)
As with Euler’s method, you have to import desolve_rk4. And the arguments that
are given are more extensive. Note that all arguments after the second has a keyword (a
specified character string) followed by an equal sign and the value. The arguments are:
• the same as for eulers_method()
• the independent variable
• ics=[x0,y0], where ics means initial conditions
• step=h where you fill in h with the step size
There are also a collection of optional arguments. Include these if you want to change the
behavior of the solver.
• ivar=’x’ (or whatever the independent variable is). This must be used if you have
more than one variable in the equation.
• output=’plot’, which plots just the solution, or
• output=’slope_field’, which plots the solution along with a direction field
This one requires a number of examples. I will use the nearly same equation and initial
conditions and step size that I did before. (I changed them to make the direction field more
varying.) Note that the default output is a list of [xi, yi] points of the solution.

And one with the direction field plotted.
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Systems of equations

Systems of differential equations can be a lot trickier than single differential equations, for
technical reasons I don’t want to cover here.

7.8.1

Exact solutions

Sage can handle systems of differential equations quite well, both with and without initial
conditions. The command to use is, quite naturally, desolve_system(). As usual, Sage
wants to know what the variables are and which letters represent functions. So, if you have
x and y as functions of t, and differential equations for dx/dt and dy/dt, then you should
start off this way:
reset(); var(’t’); x = function(’x’)(t); y = function(’y’)(t)
You then need to supply the differential equations as a list as the first argument to
desolve_system(), followed by a list of the functions (dependent variables), which would
be [x,y] in the situation I just gave. Anything after that has to have a keyword and
values. Possible keywords are:
• ics which stands for initial conditions, as before. You follow it with = and a list
whose first element is the value of the independent variable (t in the example), and
a list of the values of the dependent variables, in the order that you gave (in the
example above, x0, y0).
• ivar which stands for the independent variable, in case there is more than one in the
system.
The function desolve_system() does not need to be imported. It is considered a basic
part of Sage.
Here is an example. Note the assignment of de1 and de2 to the differential equations
and also how = and == are used.
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And now the same differential equation system with the initial conditions x(0) = 2
and y(0) = 4.

It is even possible to plot the solution to an initial value problem of a system of equations.
All you have to do is grab the solution, pull out the x and y parts and plot them. Here’s
how that goes.

That, of course, is if you want the plot of (x, y) that the differential equation gives. You
might also want the plot of x(t) and y(t) separately. You can get that, too.
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Numerical solutions

It should be no surprise that Sage will solve systems of differential equations numerically
as well. Once you move past individual equations, the solutions of systems of differential
equations are much less likely to be able to be solved exactly, making numerical solutions
all the more important.
Two solvers are available: desolve_system_rk4() and desolve_odeint(). Both functions have to be imported from sage.calculus.desolvers as shown before. The first is
preferable for simpler equations, but if it runs into trouble, the second one has a lot more
bells and whistles for handling difficulties. Both of them return a list of solution points,
which can then be plotted. I’ll show you how.
The desolve_odeint() solver
Let’s start with desolver_system_rk4. The arguments follow the usual pattern. First,
a list of the values that the derivatives of the dependent variables have, then the list of
the dependent variables (in the same order as the first list), and a collection of optional
arguments:
• ivar set equal to the independent variable, in case there are other variables around
• ics is the list of initial conditions, in the same format as before
• step which sets the step size, with a default of 0.1 if it is omitted
Let’s get the solution to a famous set of equations, called the Lotka-Volterra equations.
They govern the population of predator-prey populations, and have been shown to be
remarkably accurate. Here, x is the prey population, scaled to operate at equilibrium
x = 1, and y is the predator population, similarly scaled. The independent variable is t.
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dx
= x × (1 − y)
dt
dy
= −y × (1 − x)
dt
Now, let’s solve this. There are several things to note about this process. First, I am
declaring everything to be a variable; I am not using procedural notation here. I can do
that because the rk4 routine wants only the right hand sides of the differential equations.
But then note that I have to use ivar=t so Sage as something to call it. Then I end up
with the solution, a very long list of points that I don’t even want to print out. I show you
the first two and the last.

But that isn’t very helpful. What we want to do is plot these. Fortunately, there are
a collection of commands that deal with entire lists at once. One of them is zip, which
“zips” lists together, much like the teeth on a zipper. It takes two or more lists and creates
a single list whose first element is the first elements of the input lists (in order) and whose
second element is the second elements of the input lists (in order) and so on. It stops when
the end of any list is reached. You can see where that might be handy, but it is exactly
what we don’t need here. We want to pull that one list, LVgraph apart into individual lists.
Well, zip does that, too. It can pull a single list of lists, and give you the first elements in
one list, the second elements in another list, and so on. It is basically the inverse operation.
Here are the notations for those operations:
biglist = zip(list1,list2,....);\verb
list1,list2,... = zip(*biglist);\verb
So, now we can pull LVgraph into tlist,xlist,ylist, and we can assemble just xlist,ylist
into the points to plot. Except, the elements are lists, not points. A command points
changes that, and we can then plot them!
Using that, we get the plot we are looking for.
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The graph looks like it is composed of a bunch of dashed lines, but it isn’t. It is
composed of circular dots. The thing is, the graph places lots of dots very near each other,
and they form a collection of dashes. In order to see this, I plotted a bunch of solutions to
the Lotka-Volterra equations with different initial conditions, using different colors.

This makes it clear that you get varieties of different dashed lines caused by different
numbers of dots overlapping at once. But what is going on? That’s the fun part of this.
To explain what is happening, go back to what the equations are.
dx
= x × (1 − y)
dt
dy
= −y × (1 − x)
dt
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In these, x represents the population of prey (think, rabbits) and y represents the population
of predators (think, foxes). Both of these are scaled so that x0 = y0 = 1 represents the
stable populations of both. That is, in that case, the number of rabbits eaten by foxes is
exactly the number of net new rabbits that show up, and the populations remains constant.
(You can see that in the plot. There is a green dot that doesn’t move at (1, 1). And in the
equations, if x0 = y0 = 1, then both derivatives are 0, so the solution is x(t) = y(t) = 1.)
What happens in the case that the initial conditions are not set at equilibrium? That’s
the fun one, and represents the red “dashed” curve in the first case. Here’s how to understand it. Remember that x is the rabbit population and y is the fox population. The
system starts with a smaller population of both rabbits and foxes. But since there are
fewer foxes, the rabbit population (x) starts to grow. That means that the solution moves
to the right. But as the rabbit population starts to grow, there is more food for the foxes,
so the fox population (y) also starts to grow, and the solution keeps going to the right,
but starts to curve up. Once the fox population gets large enough, it starts eating more
and more rabbits, causing the solution’s x value to start to decrease, even while the fox
population continues to grow (so the solution keeps going up, but starts to curve back to
the left; this happens at the largest value of x on the solution curve). The fox population
is overextended, with less food for more foxes. The rabbit population is dropping fast, and
that means that the fox population has to stop growing. This happens at the top of the
solution curve. (Remember that the solution is tracing out the curve counterclockwise.)
The fox population is now dropping fast, and the rabbit population is not dropping as
fast. At some point, the foxes have thinned out so much that the rabbits can actually
begin to repopulate. This at the leftmost point of the graph, and it begins to curve back
to the right. There still aren’t enough rabbits for the fox population to recover, yet. But
give the rabbits time, and there will be. That brings us back to the bottom of the curve,
where we started. The whole thing cycles over and over. The amazing thing about the
Lotka-Volterra equations is that the solution actually comes back exactly to itself. This is
not actually what goes on in real life, however. But it is close.
Now you can begin to understand the multi-colored graph. All of these repeat over and
over, the dots overlap to form dashes, more or less, depending on the initial conditions. The
outermost graph shows the individual dots the best. With that set of initial conditions,
the recovery period when the populations of both rabbits and foxes are very small, it takes
a long time to loop around, and you don’t see dashes because there are many fewer loops;
you can see the individual dots.
The desolver_rk4() solver
There is another solver for systems of differential equations, called desolver_rk4(), which
again uses the Runge-Kutta 4th order approach. The arguments are different, and generally
will allow you a lot more control of the process. Specifically, you can control the error much
more carefully, and that is a Really Big Deal. You must give the following arguments, in
this order.
• The right-hand sides of the differential equations
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• The initial conditions on the variables
• A list of the times you want to get the solution for
• A list of the dependent variables. Note that the order here must match the order of
variables in the first two arguments.
Then there are a list of optional arguments, which all have keywords associated with them.
Look them up if you need them. The routine is pretty sophisticated and does a good job
without needing much coaching.
Here is another set of equations, called the Lorenz equations, related to the discovery
of chaos theory. Specifically, when plotted in three dimensions, it gives what is called the
butterfly graph. This is the very opposite of what happens in the Lotka-Volterra equations:
solutions don’t repeat, and in fact, nearby solutions split apart very rapidly, which is the
essence of chaos.
The system of equations is

dx
= σ (y − x)
dt
dy
= x (ρ − z)
dt
dz
= xy − β z
dt
where σ, ρ, and β are constants. However, these equations are VERY sensitive, and need
tight bounds to control errors, and that appears in the solution below in the form of the
arguments rtol and atol.
I am not doing this just to show off; there is something to learn here, too. Specifically,
how do you specify a range of times as a list? We have the range() command, but that gives
a list of whole numbers. There is a variation on range() that are much more flexible, called
srange(). It has the following arguments: starting number, end number, and step size
(difference between consecutive numbers). But there are defaults. If you give srange()
only one number, it works like range(), starting at 0, with a step size of 1, with some
differences. You can see the differences here, associated with the fact that rang() only
produces a list of integers.

If there are two arguments, they are assumed to be the starting and ending numbers, with
a step size of 1 (or 1.) again. Again, the same can be done with range(), but with
differences.
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Don’t assume, however, that srange() only produces floating point numbers. It will, but
only when at least one argument is floating point.

The example here wants a list of times starting at 0, going up to 50 (including 50), with a
step size of 0.05.

That leaves you with a list of points. How would you plot it? Let me give you the
method, but plotting this particular solution requires a lot more than I understand; it
is an insanely complicated graph. The first step is to know how to plot a list of threedimensional points, called sol in the command above. That much I can do. The command
is sage.plot.plot3d.list_plot3d.list_plot3d(sol). You can look at it if you want to
do it, you can. I can’t see it very well.

7.9

Partial differential equations

Solving PDEs in Sage is possible, but not well-developed. I am not going to do much
beyond saying that you want to type the following:
sage -pip install ez_setup fipy
on a terminal (not in the notebook). The fipy() is the command you want, and you will
need to read its documentation. Lotsa luck.

Chapter 8
Linear Algebra
Sage is exceedingly useful for linear algebra. I am not going to explain linear algebra—leave
that for Dr. Lee—but I will explain what the different commands are, what they mean,
and give examples of how to use them.

8.1

Creating vector spaces and subspaces

Sage is exceptionally flexible in what kind of vector spaces that it can create. This means
that it can be adapted to a lot of different situations, but it also means that it is, by
necessity, rather complicated to use.
In general, vectors combine collections of numbers into single objects and allow you
to move them around together. The collection of all vectors under consideration forms a
vector space. In the other direction, establishing a vector space determines what vectors
you have, and to that extent, what you can do. That is what we do next.
The command that creates a vector space is, fairly obviously, VectorSpace(). It takes
two arguments. The first argument is the type of numbers in the vector space. The usual
value of this for us is RR, the real numbers. Many more possibilities exist, but those are for
more advanced topics. The second argument is the dimension of the vector space, which
must be a positive integer (whole number). It shows up as how many numbers form one
vector. You will want to assign a letter to the vector space, so you can refer to it easily.

Note that, as with all assignments, nothing is displayed. Also note that Sage is case
sensitive, meaning that capital letters are different than lower case letters; V is not the
same as v.
Vectors themselves are a collection of the right number of (for us) real numbers, enclosed
in parentheses, and here is how you define one.
89
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Note that the values are converted to floating point numbers, even though they are integers.
Sometimes, that is exactly what you want, and other times, it is not. You could also define
a vector space containing vectors that are rational numbers. This has advantages in linear
algebra courses, where it expected that all values will be rational, including the answers to
homework (and test) questions.

Various different vector operations are exactly what you would expect.

However, you are never allowed to divide vectors, unless the vectors are multiples. (In
general, most people would say you shouldn’t even divide vectors in that case. But Sage
tries to be nice.)

You can also ask if a vector is in a specific vector space.

But be careful, Sage doesn’t check much more than the dimension (number of components
in the vector) is correct. It does, however, check when you create vectors.

8.2. VECTOR SUBSPACE PROPERTIES
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Vector subspace properties

You can create subspaces of vector spaces, and operate in them. You create one by giving
a list with enough vectors to determine what the subspace is. The only restriction is that
the vectors need to be in the space. But Sage doesn’t check at that point, so be careful!
All it seems to care about is that the vectors have the right number of components.

8.2.1

Dimension

You can ask Sage for the dimension of a vector space or subspace. This is particularly
handy with subspaces, since the dimension is not always the number of vectors used to
define it. The relevant method is dimension().

8.2.2

Basis

It is likely that an even more useful thing for Sage to deliver about a subspace is a basis.
Counting the number of basis vectors will give you the dimension. The method you want
is basis(). Note that Sage does not give you just the input vectors, but has simplified
them somewhat. It looks like it has actually row-reduced the basis vectors, but I am not
sure it does that in all cases.
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Intersection of subspaces

A rather unusual feature of Sage is that it will give you the intersection of two subspaces.
If you think about how to do it, it would take quite a bit of work to do this one by hand.
The command for this is the method intersection() acting on one subspace, with an
argument that equals the other subspace. Note the difference between the printed and
regular outputs. Pick whichever one you find more useful. It also helps to explain the
regular output.

8.3

Combining and modifying vectors

We have already seen that you can add and subtract vectors, and multiply by numbers,
and even (though I don’t encourage this!) dividing them when possible. There are lots
of other ways. For example, we haven’t talked about multiplying them, though there are
several ways to do that. In general, you need both vectors to be in the same vector space.

8.3.1

Inner products

One product that is always available is the inner product, also called the dot product or
scalar product, depending on the situation. It needs two vectors, of course, and is a method,
dot_product() on one of the vectors, with the other vector as the argument.

8.3.2

Cross products

Cross products exist only in three dimensions. There is a generalization to higher dimensions, but in n dimensions, you generally need n − 1 vectors. That’s why the cross product
of two vectors only exist in three dimensions. The method is called cross_product() and,
as you would expect by now, acts on the first vector with an argument of the second vector.
(Remember that with cross products, the order is important.)

8.4. CREATING MATRIX SPACES
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Norms

The idea of the norm of a vector is the generalization of the length of a vector. It might
surprise you to find out that there are a number of different norms. It turns out that different norms are useful in different circumstances. The Sage method (applied to the vector
you want the norm of) is norm(). If you don’t give an argument, the usual Pythagorean
norm is applied: sum the squares of the entries and take the square root. But there are
others:
• norm(1) adds up the absolute values of the entries
• norm(2) is the Pythagorean norm just described
• norm(Infinity) is the largest absolute value of all the entries
There are ones beyond these as well.

8.4

Creating matrix spaces

The first semester of linear algebra it seems like you use matrices a lot, but as you advance
in linear algebra, matrices take over the whole course. Sage accommodates that larger view
of matrices, which, therefore is a lot more than I will cover here.
The first step is to create a matrix. That is done in several different ways. The simplest
one, in general, is to give a list whose entries are lists of rows, with the command matrix().

Or, you can specify as the first component, the ring (number set) that the matrix
operates in, such as ZZ or QQ or RR or CC.
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Note that without specifying the ring, Sage picks the most restricted one that fits all the
entries.
Or, you can (optionally) specify the ring, give the number of rows, and a single list
of the entries, ordered by rows. This one is a bit hard to state, so let me give you and
example.

Note how I added a comment. Anything in Sage that follows a #, up to the end of that
row, is a comment.
There are also a few pre-filled matrices, such as the n × n identity matrix, entered as
identity_matrix(n) (use a specific positive integer for n there), or the n × m zero matrix
(all entries are 0), entered as matrix(n,m,0) (again, with specific numbers in place of n
and m). I don’t need to give examples of these.

8.5

Matrix arithmetic

You can multiply any matrix by a constant, which just multiplies every entry by that
constant. You can add or subtract any two matrices, as long as they have the same
dimensions (number of rows and columns).

I assume that you know that matrix multiplication is trickier. The product of two
matrices, A and B requires that the number of columns of A equal the number of rows of
B. That means that even if A × B is defined, B × A may not be defined.

8.6. INFORMATION ABOUT A MATRIX
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You should also know that a vector is considered to be a special type of matrix, with one
column. The number of rows is the same as the dimension of the vector.

For Sage, then, vectors are all column vectors. How do you get a row vector? Take the
transpose of a column vector would be the obvious way, except that it doesn’t work. The
only way to do it is to create a one-row matrix.

8.6

Information about a matrix

We will need a lot of information about any given matrix, and that is what we are going
after in this section.

8.6.1

Rows, columns, and entries in a matrix

You can pull out individual rows, columns, or entries from a matrix, as well as combinations
of rows or columns. You just need to put the row and column numbers in square brackets
after the name of the matrix.

Oh yeah. And don’t forget that rows and columns start their numbering with 0, the way
everything does in Sage.
You can also get entire rows and columns. The first column of matrix A is A.column(0).
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Note that it gets written as a row, but it really isn’t. You just have to know that it is a
column really. There is also a similar row() command.

You can also get the elements of a matrix written as a single list, by the method list().

This is called row-major order, since it lists entire rows. There is also what is called a
column-major order, listing full columns. Computer languages store matrices in one order
or the other (usually) but it changes from one language to another.
You can get a list of rows, written as vectors, or a list of columns, also written as vectors,
by the methods .rows() or columns().

There are a bunch of other things, like constructing new matrices from old ones by
picking columns or rows, but that is not a common thing to do.

8.6.2

Transpose

The transpose of a matrix M = (mij ) is the matrix M T = (mji ). The Sage method that
accomplishes this is transpose().

The equality of the last two matrices is not a coincidence; it is always true.

8.6. INFORMATION ABOUT A MATRIX
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Rank

The rank of a matrix is the number of linearly independent columns or the number of
linearly independent rows. (Those two numbers are always equal, though it is hardly an
obvious fact.) The Sage method that gives the rank of a matrix is rank().

8.6.4

Null space, nullity

The null space of a matrix is the vector space of all vectors what when multiplied by that
matrix give a vector of all zeros. The nullity is the dimension of the null space. There are
several alternative ways of saying the null space, including nullspace and kernel. The Sage
command for finding the null space is actually kernel().

8.6.5

Determinants

One of the more commonly-used operations on a square matrix is its determinant. The
method in Sage is determinant() or det().

The nullity of a square matrix is more than the zero vector exactly when the determinant
of the matrix is 0.
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Trace

The trace of a square matrix is the sum of the diagonal elements. That might not seem
useful at all, but it has an odd tendency to show up in rather unexpected places. The Sage
method is trace().

8.7.1

Inverse

One of the most arithmetic-intensive operations in matrix work is finding the inverse of a
matrix. That’s why Sage is so useful; it can do that sort of thing, without arithmetic errors,
in a blink. The method, if you couldn’t guess it, is inverse() Note that you can only find
inverses of matrices that are square and have a determinant that is not 0; otherwise, the
matrix is singular.

Note that even when the matrix has integer coefficients, the inverse will (usually) contain
fractions. This is a main reason that finding matrix inverses by hand is so painful.

8.7.2

Adjoint

The definition of the adjoint of a matrix is a bit complicated, so I will leave that to a linear
algebra course. But Sage can also calculate adjoints (it’s as messy as inverses; the two are
closely related), using the method adjoint().

8.7. TRACE
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If the matrix has only whole numbers, so will the adjoint. And note that the inverse of the
matrix is the adjoint divided by the determinant. That ends up making the adjoint useful
for finding inverses.

8.7.3

Norms

There are even more norms for matrices than for vectors. The ones that are used are similar
to vector ones, though.
• norm() is the square root of the sum of the squares of all the elements in the matrix;
the Pythagorean norm
• norm(1) is the largest of the norm(1) values of the columns
• norm(Infinity) is the largest of the norm(Infinity) values of the rows

8.7.4

Characteristic polynomial

The characteristic polynomial is used to find the eigenvalues of the matrix. If you don’t
know what that means, you don’t need this yet. The method for this is charpoly(). If
you don’t give a variable as an argument, it defaults to x. It is not uncommon to use
charpoly(’lambda’), which produces the λ backwards from Dr. Coulliette’s.

Those who are alert will recognize that the constant term of the polynomial is the determinant of the matrix.
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Eigenvalues and eigenvectors

Now that we have the characteristic polynomial, we can get the eigenvalues and from that,
the eigenvectors. If all you want is the eigenvalues, you can get them by the method
eigenvalues().

At this point, something really odd happens, and I actually have tracked this one down.
Note that there are question marks after the values in the eigenvalues. They are there
for a specific reason. The matrix was declared to be a matrix with rational coefficients.
However, the eigenvalues listed are not rational numbers, so it is possible that you want to
eliminate them as eigenvalues. Or you might want to continue. Sage leaves that up to you.
Note, however, if you declare a square matrix to be real (with RR), and the eigenvalues are
complex (which happens very often), Sage does not flag those.
Do you see now why I think that Sage can get unreasonably fussy? But there are times
I am glad that it is that fussy. It really might make a difference at some time in the future.
Far future. If ever.

8.7.6

Decompositions

There are various matrix decompositions that get used in different settings. A decomposition is basically a way of rewriting a matrix as a product of other matrices with very
special properties that make some operations easier, or even possible.
I will just list these. If you ever need them, you can use them. And there are others
that I am not listing. You will have to check the reference manual if you want one that isn’t
listed. It is probably there. Also, several of these return multiple items, usually several
matrices. If you aren’t aware of what any of these decompositions is, your don’t need it
yet.
• jordan_form(), the Jordan form decomposition. This requires that the matrix be
over QQ and the eigenvalues must be rational.
• LU(). This is the LU decomposition. It works best with matrices over RDF or CDF,
which are real and complex numbers with extra properties.
• QR(). This is the QR decomposition. It also works best with matrices over RDF or
CDF.
• SVD(). This is the SV D decomposition. And again, use matrices over RDF or CDF.

8.8. HANDY REFERENCE CARD
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Handy reference card

There is a page at sagemath.org that has a really handy reference card that includes
most of what I say here, plus a whole lot more, in two pages suitable for printing out. You
could even frame it, but then I would worry about you. The address is (clickable link again)
https://wiki.sagemath.org/quickref?action=AttachFile&do=get&target=quickref-linalg.pdf

8.9

Online course

Maybe even better than a reference card is an entire textbook on linear algebra, with
lots of examples, all using Sage. It is free, which makes it even better. The address
for that (another clickable link) http://theronhitchman.github.io/linear-algebra/coursematerials/workbook/LinAlgWorkbook.html
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Chapter 9
Sage and LATEX
It is clear that Sage and LATEX work together nicely. After all, this guide is written in
LATEX. But first, a brief introduction to LATEX.

9.1

How to pronounce LATEX.

The TEX of LATEX is the name of the underlying program upon which LATEX is built. It has
a definite pronunciation. To quote Donald Knuth, the author of TEX:
English words like ‘technology’ stem from a Greek root beginning with the
letters τ χ . . .; and this same Greek word means art as well as technology.
Hence the name TEX, which is an uppercase form of τ χ.
Insiders pronounce the χ of TEX as a Greek chi, not as an ‘x‘, so that TEX
rhymes with the word blecchhh. It’s the ‘ch‘ sound in Scottish words like loch
or German words like ach; it’s a Spanish ‘j’ and a Russian ‘kh’. When you say
it correctly to your computer, the terminal may become slightly moist.
You would then think that LATEX would uphold that standard. Unfortunately, that is
not always the case. There are at least four official pronunciations for LATEX:
• LAY-tecks, like the synthetic rubbery stuff
• LAH-teck
• lah-TECK, as though it were French
• lay-TECK
You will also hear people referring to is as “lah-TECKS” or ”LAY-teck” at times. That first
pronunciation, as well as the first of the list, violate the spirit of the pronunciation of TEX.
Personally, I will use either the second or last (accent on the first syllable) pronunciation,
depending on things like my mood, the phase of the moon, or a mental coin flip. Or I
might use any of the others, if I am feeling more than usually ornery.
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That being out of the way, you should also find a guide to LATEX on the same Web page
where you found this (unless someone else has cribbed it off). That is, check out my Web
site (clickable link). The LATEX guide is the bottom link on the Calculus section.

9.2

Combining Sage and LATEX

It isn’t just that you can take screen shots that you can include into LATEX pages (which
is how I have done this guide, for reasons that will become obvious shortly). You can
actually embed Sage commands into LATEX documents, and have the results appear in the
documents. The wizardry that does this is called SageTEX.

Chapter 10
Programming Sage
Programming Sage is the same as programming Python, with the addition of being able
to call Sage routines, and being able to call them from Sage. So, you could consider this a
very brief, incomplete introduction to Python, without all the hand holding. I assume you
have seen a bit of computer programming, or you wouldn’t be here.
The examples that we will program deal with the techniques of integration that we
omitted back in the chapter on Calculus. Specifically, we will program partial fractions,
substitution, and integration by parts, in that order.

10.1

Techniques of integration

10.1.1

Partial fractions

10.1.2

Substitution

Algebraic substitutions
Trigonometric substitutions

10.1.3

Integration by parts
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